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PREFACE 

Today the poss1b111t1es of orchestration for the 

French horn are probably taken for granted by most orches

trators and composers. They are not hide-bound by restric

t.tons and probably do not fully appreciate the many trials 

and struggles which brought about the 1nvent1ori of the 

valve, which 1n turn removed the many restrictions which 

had been existent before that time. At present the French 

horn is considered the most difficult of all valved 1nstru

ment s because of the great number of its harmonics and their 

nearness to each other 1n the upper register. Despite this 

handicap, the French horn 1s one of the most beautiful and 

poetic wind instruments 1n the orchestra. The horn 1n most 

frequent use 1s the F' horn, which 1s • about twelve feet 1n 

length. 

From the time when the horn began to be used in en

sembles, means were constantly being devised by which to 

increase the number of notes which could be played upon 

it. As these different dev;ces ·were tried out, theoy all 

proved to have rather serious draw-backs which prevented 

them from being permanent. The valve is the only device 

ever used on the French horn which proved successful. 
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Specific examples will be given of these var:l.ous inventions 

and improvements, and their respective weaknesses and 

points of advantage. Before tbe invention of the valve, 

the horn was used in instrumentsl groups as a harmonic or 

reinforcing pert. Gradually the melodic possibilities grew, 

and with that enrJchment there came an improvement in the 

flexibility of the horn and the diversity of its uses. 

The period from·1700 to 1850 included most of the 

important physical changes in this instrument, !.1usic of 

the composers during this period of transition for the 

French horn reflects the changes which took place in the 

instrument. 

The 1''rench horn is well known for its beauty of 

tone. With the development of this instrument, the parts 

written for it in orchestrrtions show a change in aesthetic 

possibilities. As devices for improving the horn were 

added, the instrument came to have more artistic functions 

instead of being just a background for the other instruments. 

Today, with the exception of a few limitations, the valve 

horn can play almost any type of port. Examples of pas

sages that can be played on the valve horn will be given 

in Chapter IV. Some composers failed to grasp the e.dvan

tages of the new valve invention, while others saw the great 

possibilities and did their utmost to utilize them to full 

capacity, Today the valve horn takes its place in orches

tral scores on an equal footing with the other instruments. 
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It is i;. lso the purpose of this thesis to show the 

relationship of the valve invention to the changing aesthetic 

trends, which were contingent on the horn parts in orches

tration, To that end the writer will trace the physical 

development of the French horn and correlate with musical 

examples. 

The writer wishes to express deep appreciation to 

.Miss Vere macNeal. Her kind efforts and constructive criti

cism have been an unending source of inspira.tion for this 

t hesis. 
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CHAPTER I 

l-HYSICAL DBVELOP ,.JENT OF THE HORN 

'l'oday the reference to "horn" usually implies the 

F·rencb horn, but in the earliest references the term is used 

Ir:"' very broad sence, as it was applied to almost all in

struments in the wind-blown class. Due to this vari.ed sig

nH'icnnce in different eras, it is therefore rather diffi

cult to determine whether or not the references encountered 

in early works are to the ancestors of the modern French 

horn. Any mention of horns before the Biblical period is 

of a very general nature and represents much speculation 

and controversy on this subject. 

The origin of horns, as well as of most brass in

struments and some woodwinds, was with the usage of shells 

and the horns of animals as musical instruments. Deubeny 

says: 

The horn is probably the most ancient of all 
wind instruments. Consist,ng origlnally of crude 
animal horns cut off square et th11 smaJ ler end, it 
is common to most nations nnd must have been known 
thus to the ancestors of men at a very remote 
period.I 

· Some horns were of a curved (spiral) shape while others 

were 

don: 

straight. 

1ulrich Daubeny
1 

Orchestral Wind Instruments (lon
Wm. Reeves, n. d.J, p. 71. 
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'l'he horn was considerably louder and could be heard 

E,t 11 much greeter distance than the human voice. People 
I 

discovered therefore that the horn could be used to great 

advantage in calling to their neigh't'ors and as a call to 

bring their animals in from the fields. Gradually, through 

the ye~rs, extensive experimentation was made as to the 

kinds of material, the shape, size, end other physical 

aspects of the horns in the search for means of producing 

wore volume .. 

Horns seem to have been in use on ell continents, 

in most countries and by most of the races. Often the pri

mary uses of' these horns was for military purposes, but 

sometimes they were used in pastoral capi,cities; such as

were mentioned in the previ.ous paragraph for signalling to 

nei.gh'bors or to bring the cattle or sheep home in the even

ings. ,,iaterials used in making these horns varied with 

the natura_l substances available in the different cllmates 

or countries and vrirying with the topography: mountains, 

sea, or jungle. Size and shape differed according to the 

materiel used and the design of the instrument was made to 

suit the purpose the instrument was to fulfill. 

The oldest type of horn of which there is any au

thentic record.is the Hebrew~. which is an 1nstru

raent made from the horn of a ram. The shofsr is the instru

ment which is famous, in tradition, for having blown down 

the ~alls of Jericho, and it holds the distinction of still 



being sounded for Jewish holidays, end festivals, end par

U.culerly for the Feast of the Atonement, It was supposed 

to ~!>.Ve 'heen also this same type of ram I s horn which was 

used by Gideon's men. 1 Although the shofar was originally 

mode from the horn of a ram, it was later made of met el. 

It has been described es a most unmusical instrument, since 

it wi:rn quite impossible to pla~ any sort of organ'bed melody 

Or; it. 

Jn As!s and on many South Sea islands, manv horns 

were made from shells. The:se shells were usually of a 

spiral shape, end were protiebly discovered ea to musical 

r;ossibility, by natives breaking off one part of the shell 

so that they could blow the animal out. l'lhen the anilll9.l 

was reaioved, the eir column was then set in motion by the 

breath which in turn caused e sound to be emitted. No 

doubt the first native to discover e sound coming from the 

shell was very surprised ond perhaps a bit frightened. Na

tives of New Caledonia also used shells for their horns, end 

with them .these conch horns were used in many religious 

rituals. The Jielanese blew their horns at midnip,ht, and be

fore festivals they sounded the horn three ttmea a day. 2 

1'he horn used in India was farther advanced and more 

ingenious than those mentioned above. It was a large curved 

lJudges 7:15-2.:3. 

2Andre Schaeffner, Origine Des Instruments Q£_ ~
slgue {hrls: Payot, 1936), p. 260, 
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horn which is known by the nallB of ranasrnga, consisting of 

t wo curved sEctions of metal which, when put to a:ether, 

formed a crescent or an S. This ·instrument was used for 

such occasions as the sunset cer~monial. 1 The~ was the 

horn which was prevalent in Arabia. Consistent with the 

customary usage for horns in most countries, the~ was 

used for military purposes. 2 

'l'he J\fricen tribes have .not made a great amount of 

progress in developing horna. }resent-day horns in use in 

South Africa differ very little from the ones which were 

used originally. Substitutions have been made in ms.terials 

used in the construction of the various instruments but the 

[ eneral size and shape have chsnged ver:1 minutely. 

ln South Africa the Bantu people11 u11ed instruments 

m,ide from the horns of animals, whiclt were sounded in the 

same manner as the buro.pean brAss instruments. With two 

exceptions these instruments were all blown through an em

bouchure in the side of the tube. There were two gener~l 

varieties 0f horns used 1n South Africa end they were 

those made from the horns of the larger. antelopes, or when · 

they had become scarce, from sunstitute materials; and the 

second type wos made from the horns of sn.aller antelopes, 

1curt Sachs, The History £f. Musical Instruments 
(New York: W, W. Norton And Company, 1940), p. 228, 

2nenry George Fe.rmer, A History of Arabian ~ 
(London: Luzac end Company, 1929), p. 155, 
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or from substitute materials, 1 

'lhe sable antelope 1s the favorite horn used for 

the first type. In some of the areas this animal is no 

longer o1:tainahle and ox-horns are used instead. Such 

horns as the larg e antelope type were called parapandas, 

and the sound was terrible and frightening. Many tribes of 

South Africa used this kind of horn. 2 

Another instrument is the phalaphala and the man-

ner of making it is by first reu,oving the tnt_erior tissues 

of the animal horn with hot water. Then the plBce for the 

embouchure is selected, which is the ,luncture Rt which the 

tip of' the horn ceases to be solid and the bore of the tube 

be!';ins, 'l'r1is embouchure is about one inch in length and 

half an inch in breadth, being rectangular in.shape. In 

the early days the ridges of the animal horns were trimmed 

off so as to prevent the ini>trument from heing so heavy. 

Often the natives note.bed the ends of the horns or added 

other types of decoration. Later the practice of stitching 

e bond of leather around the flared end was used. This 

method wee employed to prevent the instrument from splitting. 

To this leather cover1ng, sometimes a strlng or cord was 

attached end the other end _ secured to the tio, which pro

cedure provided ' a method of corryinB the instrument over 

1Percivol R, Kirby, The Uusical Instruments of the 
Notive Rnces of South Africa.\umdon: Oxford Univers!ty 
Press, 1'9'ID, p, 73. 

21bid, 
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the arm or shoulder. 1 

Each chieftain had his official signaller who blew 

the hoI'n to summon the subjects to work, or to call the 

dcncers to execute the national dv.nce. In the very earliest 

thacs the horn \'/BS sounded as the call to battle, ~s with so 

mnny other primitive peoples. An interesting custom is con

nected with the phalaphela: 

When the star Sirius apre.ared as the morning 
star, rising early in the winter mornings, they called 
it nnnga (horn). Its first appearance as nanga was 
tlw signal for the commencement of harvesting, and the 
first man to notice it climbed up a high hill and blew 
the phalaphala horn to spread the news, and the chief 
rewarded him with the present of a cow. 2 

\'iben the antelope horns becRllC scarce, hardwood cut 

in a long tapering rod served as a substitute. The hard

wood was split 1.n two, and each half wo11 hollowed out ex

cept at the extren:e tip of the narrower end. The helves 

were then put toF;ether, and from time to t1uie cylinders of 

the skin of animals, usually from an ante lope leg, were 

drawn over the v1ood. This was allowed to dry and the result 

was that the horn was almost air tight at the joint. To 

make certain that the joint was well secured, orna.mentel 

weavings of brass and copper wire were bound on over the 

skins. The embouchure was added to the aide and it was 

called.~ or phalaphala, like the ones made from horn, 

and they were used also for the same purposes ae those made 

1~., p. 74. 

2 Ibid. • P• 75. 
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from antelope horns. The length of these horns ranged from 

about six inches to two feet. As the inter-tribal wars be

gan to decrease, the use of the horns began to decUne and 

fewer horns were needed and made. Each clan member knew 

the sound of the phnlaphala of his tribe and each had its 

own si;:1;nnls. Jn,soundinp; the cells, the players did not 

aJm toward a smooth sustained tone but rather employed a 

powerful vibrato which was often used in con.~unction with 

repeated notea, 1 

'l'he tribe of Swaze hatl ,i horn celled mpalarnpale, 

w1:ich vms constructed from the horn of the sable antelope, 

also. It was considered a royal 1 nstrument which was used 

particularly for important ceremonies and for big hunts, and 

wns blown only by men. Amonp the Zulus also was an ante

lope horn called by tho same name. The Zulu ox-horn instru

ments were called upondo wh1.ch simply meant "horn." 'l'ho 

upondo was used for battle and bunting and at the present 

day it is stt11 used for the latter. It was always blown 

by men and one interesting custom was the blowing of the 

:!:!ES>ndo by a young man who had successfully courted a girl. 2 

The Xhosa tribe also used an instrument of ox-horn wh1.ch 

was no.med the isigidhlo, probably because it was the in

strument which summoned the people to the chief I s dwelling 

which wae called the isigidhlo. This horn, too, was 

ll!u,<!,, p. 76. 

2~ •• p. 79. 



origi na lly m::.de from antelope and was used for purposes of 
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In Psvendaland the horns are known es~ and 

.~sh_!l}oho. They are m11de from horns of antelopes, from the 

hollol'ed-out stem of pumpkins, from viood, and are encased 

i n like manner alreadv des11ribe d , The embouchure is al

most identical with the phalaphala, 'l'he air-column of the 

tsihoho in very small e.nd this cau3es the pitch of the 

f tmd :;;mental tone to he v ery h1.gh and very d ifficult to pro

duce. Because of the pitch of this fundamental, it was im

p ossible to produce any h ar monics on this tns trument. 2 To 

r,idd the r e fore to the fundamentnl, the boys who blew these 

horns made sounds by use of syllables,which procedure has 

h eer. descrihod by Kirby: 

Actually the Venda use, in addition to the 
fundamental tone, a number of other "factitious" 
sound s which 1'1ith their lips they "force" the tube 
to yield. 'i'hf!se sounds can be varied considerably 
in pitch, and they are used, so .far as I have beP-n. 
able to discover the fects, to suggest the p1toh 
distinctions which are characteristic of the svll11bles 
of Vend a speech. By such verral "s1Jggestion" it ls 
possible for boys to carry on simple conversations 
over a considerable distance, since they oan clearly 
unders t and the inflections provided that the phrases 
or sentences are not . too comple:x, and dee.l only with 
everyday matters,3 · 

Another instrument used in South Africa is the 

ic1longo, which is made of bamboo about an inch in diameter 

l .D2.M_, 

2~ •• p. 80. 

3 Ib1d, 
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i;nd v aric s 1r. l C'ni;t:h from obout two to four feet. The in

nidc of t he b~ ,iibo~ stalk is cleaned out and one end is 

sr.cnred off ot rh;bt cnglca v:hile the othc,r end fits 1nto 

the end of an ox-horn of wbfoh the solid tip has been cut 

off. This instrument closely resembles the Roman ~ 

r:nu the \~Ord 1c"lor-go is Hlso tho word used by these Afric,m 

tril~c:i to sigr:ify i>uropenn br •. s a instruments. It is blown 

vc' ry mu:.ih like an ordlnary trumpet and several harmonics 

ore po s ::; ibl€·. The h armonics are not very uniform, how

ever·, as the irregultsi•ity of tho shRpe of the bell pre

vents o l :,.cJ< of conformity in sounds wl1ich it erdts. Also 

CDlls e re blcwm or tho :lcilongo wh~.ch resemble the bugle

cullr1 used r:,r, the European horns. It is better knoW11 ir. 

Zt:lul r: nd U,on tn any other part of Nri'tal, and 1.a still 

usecl 't1 ) the young men of the tribe when they go on courtinr; 

exped itions or to weddip_gs. In this instnnce the 1>:roc

tfoe aud use of the 1c1.longc closely resembles thet of the 

mpalampnla, whtct· has heen <iiscussed previoualy. 1 

In South America the use of horns lllUSt have been 

rather rare or else little research hns beon done in this 

ree;ion, for mo,1t books on tnstrumcnts do no·t mention e.n:r 

others than the ones used in Peru, probably beoeuae of the 

fa.ct tha t Peruvian culture was so decidedly the dcminont 

one, hefore the Caucasian invasion of the Spanish. The 

l.!EM_., p. 81. 
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I'CI'UVic1ns had instruments made of shells and also of clay 

modeled in the -shape of animals. They amalgamated various 

materials to make different instruments. Experirnentat1on 

m, s made so os to determine the kinds of materials which 

,;011 ld BE:rve as the ·hest resonators. The p!'imary motive 

seems to ru:ive b e en to incrense the_ carrying power or these 

horns . At one stnp;e of development, -horns were .1oined to

~c ther to produce one large instrument. The different 

s'10pc:, A.nd materials used probA.bly had a telling effect· on 

t h e ha r!'lon fo se::- l e s, and it IIL'l~' be snfely presumed that the 

J.ar ,;er instr~m,•nt s h .-,d rnnny mor <'l harmonlc s. 1 Aztec nnd 

F<,ruvian trihes had t1Vo different kind s of 1nstrumcnt!l 

whicl~ they used tJS a me rci ns o!" sip:nallin,?: in time of war, 

Accordin~ to Sachs , ancient horns have been dis- · 

covered in Enr;land thot A.re made of either wood or bronze. 2 

The wooden one3 were made of willo~ or sallow wood nnd those 

of bronze were fAsh1oned from thin p:!.eces of the hammered 

me tal rlveted together. TheGe bronze horns, dnting from 

ahout 500 B. C,, had the mouthpiece plnced in the side of 

the instrument, It is thought thnt the Rritons used tl1ese 

instruments to fri r,htcn their enemies. The Scots had a war 

horn which was npproidmately the height of a 1118n, and it 

was supposed to have heen audible for six miles. Det1ng 

.even farther bRo k in one of the Carchem1sh reliefs in the 

l s chneff'ner, .2£• ill•, p. 266. 

2snchs, 2£• £1.1., p. 73. 
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British 1/ruseum, there is a short, thick horn dating from 

1250 B. C. Some of the Sumarians and Egyptians made their 

horns of gold as well as other mete.ls. Sachs says, 1n ref

erence to gold horns: 

'l'his does not necessarily mean solid gold; 
an inventory of the presents offered by King Tush
ratta to King Amenophis IV of Egypt, ab.out 1400 B. C, 
contains e specified list of forty horns, all covered 
w1 th gold and· some studded with precious stones. I 

It was early discovered that the horn was much more 

effective for scaring the foe than was the drum. In fact, 

t•1£, only instruments used for military purposes in Europe, 

he fore the Crusades, were horns end trumpets, but during 

that movement the Crusaders found that the Saracens at war 

used trumpets, clarions, horns, pipes, drums, and cymbals. 

As can well be imagined, this combination created an un

earthly clamor. The born was first used in battle to 

fr-ighten the foe and later came to be very useful es e 

me9ns of s:l.gnalling. R:l.chard "Coeur de Lion" used horns to 

signal his soldiers at Piiessina. 2 In England the hem 

players went in front of' the army in order to incite the 

soldiers to bottle. The Britons also used their horns to 

great advantage to frighten the Roman legionaries. At first 

ro distinct calls were used, but as calls did begin to de

velop, the differentiat1.on was rhythmic rather than melodi.c. 

1Ib1d. 

2Henry George Farmer, The Rise and Development .£f. 
Military ~ ( London: Wm. Reeve's';'n. --;r:-), p. 10, 
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About the thirteenth century harmony was used. For instance, 

sjx trumpets, blown in hormony, constituted the signal for 

attack, 1 

'l'he quality of tone of these British horns was 

har;,h and of a very umr.usical nature. 'l'here Y/SS none of 

the charm of' tone quality found in present-day horns, bu.t 

what the early instruments lacked in this respect, they 

made up for in volume end cr,rrying power. Some of the 

early horns were very powerfu 1 end could he heard for many 

m1les. F'or instance, the horn blo"l!!l by Roland to summon 

the a id of King Charles is said to have been thirty miles 

from the latter when he heard the blast. 2 

In hngland there ho.ve also heen foun:i many horns of 

the bugle type, These were somet:l.mes called ~...!!!!!. or byme 

o.nd were used chiefly for military purposes, hunting, and 

state occ0.sions. La.ter on these bemes were used as a sym

bol of tenure of land and for the inheritance of land, 

Some were used for municipal purposes, and were celled 

burgmote horns, These were blown to sound an alarm, to an

nounce the arr:lval of guests of distinction, or to serve as 

a summons for members of the household e.nd for guests at 

meal time; furthermore, they were often used as powder 

horns, or drinking horns. 'l'hey also !1nunded the curfew, 

1.!£!!1. 
2Edgar Stillman Kelley, Musical Instruments (Boston: 

Oliver Ditson Company, 1925), p. 46, 
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called the mayor and corporation to council meetings, and 

so,uct i1:iw s formed part of the night-watchman I s equipment, 1 

,'hese bnglish horns varied widely as to .size, shape, and ma

ted.nl, according to the uses made of them, The length of 

the burgmote horns wa_s about twenty-eight inches, and they 

were of two different materials. The horns used by the 

lower classes were made froll1 :ani!I'.01 horns, usually ox, 

wh:Ue the horns for the nobility were fashioned of silver 

or ivory, Still another English horn, the ripon, closely 

J:'esc,nbled the continental hunting horn, 

Oft.en horns were used for ceremonies end as symbols 

for vorious occesions. !<'or instance, in Scotland three 

blasts blown on the horn by the king's messenger was used 

ir: the ceremony of t•roclairuing an outl~w. 2 

The hutchet, or hunting horn, was used by the French, 

Covered in leather, these hutchets wer.e used to give sig

nals to intimate the progress of the chase. Oooasionall;r 

these instruments were made of wood. 

Some ancient horns have been discovered in the peat 

bogs of Ireland and Denmark, These instruments were of sev

eral pieces joined with inte1'.lac1ng rivets. Some belonging 

to the bronze nge were about thirty-three inches in length 

and contained V!!rious inscriptions. 3 Other Ce1tic horns 

1A, J. Hipkins, Musical Instruments Historic, Hare, 
!ill£ Unique (London: 

1 
A, and c. Bleck, Ltd., 1921), p. ~ 

2! New English Dictionary£!! Historical Principles, V, 
p. 386. 

3naubeny, 2P.• ill_,, p. 72. 
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v nr y :l.n l en gth from two t c three feet, with the mouthpiece 

p l aced t c• the side ro.ther than at the end. Not e.11 of these 

:Instruments were of mets.l, for some were made of hollow 

p i e c i;, s of wood, which were bound togetller by metal bonds or 

by rope s made of twigs, It i s t!·, oueht thBt these were the 

ho rns wi•,ich greeted the conquering Romans. 1 The Danes used 

the i r horn s a :i e. me1rns of conveying property. Not only did 

t hey u :,e the horns for purpo ses of oound, but they al ,10 

served e s drinking containers even 1n the monoster1e;i,?. 

A mc-, tal horn c r, lled Hiftbo!:!!l was used in Gerno.ny 

and lts primary funct:lon wos for the chase. For mil:1.tory 

purpose s the 11'.lstrument used was the Holbmond. Halbmond 

means "half-moon," and perhaps the name was got from the 

i r: strumcnt be:lng in the shape of a crescent. Of o s:1.milar 

typ e wa s the Hinschrufhorner use,! by the l:<'lemish for pur

pos e s of sj gnall:l.ng in the chase, and also employed by the 

watchmen of tovms and villages 1n Fl13nders, 3 

'l'be Swiss for centurie11 h ove had the Alphorn. Thi!! 

instrument was originally made of wood, spruce or fir, hol .. 

lowed out and bound together with w1 llow twigs, in something 

of the ,-: ame manner as the aforementioned Celtic horns. At 

different times tho Alphorn ho.d cl.ifferent coverings. One 

1 Ibid. 

2Mmondstrune Duncan,~ Story of Minstrelsy~ 
The il1US1c ~h,)Y Series (London: Walter Scott Publishing 
Company, 1 , ~ 

3Frnncis W, Galp:!.n, fl Textbook of E1iropean Musical 
Instruments (London: Williams and Norgate, Ltd., 1937), P• 222, 
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of the favorite types of casing consisted of bark, usually 

1ii:rch, bt:t scrnetimes hemp yDrn soal,ed in tar and pitch was 

wou:r;Ll ::,rouncl the horn. Later the roots of young fir trees 

were used to ·,1rsp the body of the instrument, and rattan 

cane also served in this same cupocity. In Hungary the 

pr:lricipnl instrument used was the swineherd 1s horn. This 

is n sJmple horn and probably bore a close resemblance to 

th, Swiss Alphorn. 

The Hussinns hncl o rsther unique horn which was 

lmov:n simply ars the Russian horn, 'l'he ch1,racteristio which 

rn,1dc it so different from most horns \~as thst only two notes 

· .. •.,cr·E, posesible ·on it. These were the fundamental and its 

oct~,ve. 'l'hc,se Russian horns were originally straight, but 

ln l&ter yea1•r, thoy were sraped with A right-Angle turn at 

tl1e smaller end. When, in about the seventeenth or eight

eenth century, these horns he;;:an to be used in groups for 

enDemble mus:!c, the problem involved was great, s1nce 

there had to be twelve different lengths of horns to cover 

the chromatic 3Cale for one octave. Each plsyer could 

play on1,· one note of the twelve. A bend composed of such 

horns was co:npared to the separate pipes of the organ. 1 

'l'hese Russla,'"l horn h,mds will be discussed in more detail 

later. 

1J. A, Kappey,. Military i<iUsic (London: Boosey and 
Company, n. d. ) , p. 63. 
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Other horns in the Baltic region are thought to have 

been fir-st made from the tusks of the mammoth, After this 

e.nimal became extinct, inhabitants of lands bordering on 

the P.Eltic made horns from metal as a substitute, 1 'f'hese 

E"altic horns were celled ~ and they dated back as far 

as 120C B, C. 'l'hey were in the shape of an S and had a 

weto1 ph1te nttached to the smaller end of the tube. This 

attachment rattled from the vibrations set up when the horn 

was blown,2 

The Greeks and the Romans hsd several types of horns, 

hotY curved and str!light, which varied in length from three 

to eleven feet, Thelr method of blowing the horns was very 

li:!.fferent from our present-day technlque. The player 1s 

cheeks were distended so ss to cause a bandage, or ce.pis

tr1un, to be worn over the lower part of the face. Even with 

this precaut1.on blood vessels often burst, and the cheeks 

were occasionally rent. The upper harmonics of these in

struments were not used, as it WPS impossible to produce 

thc,m with this type of blowing. 3 

Of thf, ancient horn we know so little, as to 
be obliged to depend for our ideas of its form and 
tone, chiefly upon the :Inference dra1!11 from its name. 
'I'hnt it 'l"l!lS 1.nvented by the E~yptians, and passed 
from them to the Greeks, we cannot doubt. It was 
the~ of th~ former people, and the chera~ of 

1Kelley, ~•.£!!.,pp. 43-44. 

2Gustave Reese, i,,usic in the Middle Ages ( New York: 
W, W. Norton and Company-;--I9'40T," p:-5-2-,--

3Daubeny, ~• cit., p. 72, 
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the latter. It hos, at different times, been formed 
of the cornute protuboranc~s of vnrious animals; but 
c h iefly from those of the wild goat. Its original 
c onstructi ar; , it is to 'he presumed, differed little 
from the forir, given it by nature, and that the scale 
,,f ite sounds, as now, lov considerably beneath that 
of the flute. That with the Greeks, it was in very 
c,me1,al use, the testimonies of a variety of ancient 
nuthors sufficiently prove. And that its power over 
the passions was great • • · .1 

l'uGby cive8 tho Greclan horns as the ~ or ~-2 

T 01'h: •p r, t hf: ~ w:u1 the saiue ir.strumcnt a:i the ~ 

1,,cr.ti.cned by Fergu son, keras meaning literally an animal 

horn. The~ v,a:; used primorlly !l['I a military instru

s,ent, i,nd 1.t wns later copie d and tlli,p loyed by the Rowans for 

n c av11lry in,·,trm:.cnt. Under this specific Rorr,an usage, it 

b<,can,c lmonn !!fl the lituus. So fond ,,ere the ·Romnns of 

tJ-,f .sE, horns that every troop of cavnlry or• foot soldiers 

Lnd ei tbcr a trumret or i, horn. The Greeks elso had sov-

crnl v crid:icH of horn □ ?ihich were kriown by the general name 

of ~- 'l'he lotter term also applies to the o.ctual horn 

of an animal.· 'I'hc corn1;1 was used as !t stgnal in battle, 

The 3.nvcntlon of the ~ hes been attributed to the 

Ltruscnns. Th1 a instrument vma lart:e end powerful, made in 

the sb0.pe of a C, originally of horn but ls.ter of br•e.ss. 

'l'r.e pleye:r held the £~ under hi s .e.rm "llith the broad end 

upwards over his shoulder,:.'\ 

l'I'homas Rm1by, ~ General History ~ ~ ( wndon: 
G, and W. B. Whittaker, 1819), p, 217. 

2Ib1d., p. 213, 

~Donald N. Ferguson, A History of Musical Thought 
(New York: F. s. Crofts and Company, 1940), p. 136, 
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Somet:imes, the flute had a horn joined to the 
ond of it, by whfoh it nssumed the form of a lituus, 
or clarioi:, 'l'his curved termination was the cherac
t.:,rls+, le of the Pbryg:! an flute. Bnrthol:i nus exhibits 
two flutes of this kind, with plugs; one otrait and 

t1 ·e other curved, r,nd tells us, :f'rom Aristotle's 
acoustics, that loudness and. clearness were acquired 
by the <clldltlo,i of the horn. Some wr•iters think, and 
apparently with great reason, that the horn rendered 
th0 flutes to w!1ich it was r,.pplied, an oct1,ve lower, 1 

One of tl:e:c,e ty,-•GS was a trui,1pet which was seven feet in 

lcn.,~tll. The o+:J1er was u. horn of conch sbell, Tl-w use of 

t 0-cse 1nstrmacnts is ment1onerJ 1r 0arly pccounts wrl.tten 

:1t,,rned1atcly nftcr the <iiscovery of America. 2 

There ere ,evere1 types of horns which were used 

ever [t wide sprcRd terr:l tory and wh:tch do. not nece aaarily 

·;~sll 1:-:to 11ny national1st1c cr.tegory. Some originated in 

enc coi;ntry or on 0110 contJnent e.nd then up:read outward. 

Sue}, ty,·,on ns the prjlllttive conch or thEi cruder animal 

horns nnd tuslrn were a natural beg:lnn1nf\ for horns in al-

1oost every locRlity. 

One of these types of horns is the oliphnnt. This 

:lnstrumcnt went westward ir J'yznnt:lum ,ind was in use for 

about two centuries beginning about 900. 3 Short and thick, 

1t vrns mode of the tusk of an elephont, frov, whicb it re

ceived its norn<:. 'l'horc are two types of oliphonts: tho 

lRuaby, ~- cit,, p, 217. 

2Mar1on Beuer and Ethel R, Peyser, &rusic Thr~ 
.Ages (New·York: G, P. Putnam's Sons, 19:'12}, ~11. 

3sachs, ·~ History of Musi col Instruments, p. 280, 
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Afr l can t ype p layed by blowing across a side embouchure, 

and t he ~uropean type blown through the end. Whether in 

Euro;:ie or /1.frica, these ivory instruments denoted royalty. 

'I'h e oliphant was 'famous for its volume, and was often in

t r ic ate ly carved with all sorts of beautiful designs and 

f1 gur e s . The primary purpose of the European oliphimt was 

.for use as a hunting horn, end as late as the sixteenth 

cen tury the instrument remoined in use in Fortup;al. One 

o liphnnt, wh ich is in exist f'nce today, rears the coat of 

nrms of f'r-,rdinand and Isa.belle end this carving, 1.t has 

been supposed, was done by Nep,ro~s of the West Const of 

Afr i ca • 1 'l'his instrument may possibly have been one b e 

l ong h ig to some African chief which wr,,s obtained by a Por

tue;uosc explorer 1n Africa end. brought beck to the King am 
0ueen. 

Another ·of these types of horns was the .1egerhorn, 

wl•• ich was sometimes given as .1egdhorn, ond this was used 

primarily as a huntin~ horn. This instrument was in use in 

thE· eorly part of the sixteenth c entury and throughout the 

s evente enth, It was distinguished from other contemporary 

horns in that 1t was lon.1:ser o.nd more tapered. The .1sgdhorn 

wnfl coiled, often as many as twenty times; though its ac

tual length was much greater than that of most of the previ

ous hor-ns, it never e:xceeded eight feet. 2 The shape of the 

1H1pkins, ~• cit,, p. 15. 

2Adem Carse, Musical l't lnd Instruments (London: 
Macmillan and Company, Ltd.,~), p. 211. 
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mouthpioce closely resembled that of the modern horn. Often 

thi.s .,-i:merol type of 1m,trument was called a ~ tromu.et, 

us 1~ r e:icmbled hoth a trumpet a11d a horn. 1 The coiled 

horn8 p•o ved a conven':lence for use in the hunt as they af

forded u loop b :; which they could be carried on the arm or 

sho,.:i lder of the player while riding horseback. The coils 

are o t :tll used on the modern French horn. 

h w:l.dely used instrument in the time of P.1ach w9.s 

the clarj.n or cla rion. 'I'his, like the jf!gerhorn, was clas

sified c.S l)o th e horn and o trumpet. It was curved in the 

shup e of ho rns of that d ey, but had a mouthpiece that was 

2 of the trumpet vurte ty. u1ost of the horn-type instru-

ments bofore the eighteenth century can be classified either 

o.s horns or· trumpets, s :Ince the instrl.lments had not yet 

r euched the st nge of development in which definite dif.fer

c nti a.tion was niade between tbe two, and the characteristics 

of both present-day trumpets and horns were incorporated 

1n the old clarion. Q.uite often the body of the instrument 

was horn- li.ke, while the mouthriece, as in the e:xampla cited 

above, was of the trumpet v!l.r1.ety. Still another variety 

of hunting horn used in Bach's time wee known as the Inven

tionohorner. It was _usually small Etn<i wound several times, 

so that it closely resembled the shape of a snail shell. 

l i,erner Menke_, The History ~ the T~et ~ ~ 
fill!!~ (I~ndon: Wm:-ffeeves, n. d.1,p.~. 

2s achs, The History of ~lusical Instrument.a, p. :584. 
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'l'he first of these wound horns were much larger end ,their 

be11s were completely out of the reach of the player. 

Down through the ages the horn has appeared often 

in lore. One story, in connection with Alexander the Great, 

is related by Duncan: 

It need not be a mnt.ter of surprise that so 
ancient an instrument as the horn has been fabled 
by poets and writers from early t!i11Jes. Werton 
spe,:,ks of the Arabian books abounding with the most 
incredible fictions borrowed and :l.mproved from the 
FE:rsinns. He continues • • • • "They ca.11 him 
i::.scHnder. If J recollect right, one of the miracles 
is our hero's horn, It is said that Alexander gave 
the signal to his whole army bys wonderful horn of 
immense magnttude, which might be heard at the dis
tance of sixty miles, nnd that it was blown or 
sounded by sixty men st once. This is the horn Or
lando won from the giant Jntmud, and which, es Tur
pin ono falandic bards report was endued with magical 
powers, and might be heard at the distance of twenty 
miles. Cervantes says the.t it was h:lgger then a 
messy beam. Tleyardo Berni and Aristo have such a 
horn; and the fictjon is here traced to iis original 
source." (Histo!'.l of Poetry, Sect. iii.) 

Horns were of no melodic or haro:onic sign:Uioance 

unttl the fourt 1
·, octi:ive of the harmonic series wa.s reached. 

'I'he open tones were not sufficiently close to allow much 

melody or harmony and the chief manner of sounding calls in 

hunting ond in war ,.,as by playing the calls in rhythmic 

vartety, 2 Harmonic series that would allow melody and har

mony required I) tube lenp;th of horn from nine to eighteen 

f'eet. 'l'he process of lengthening wns. very gradual, !'ll'ld it 

lnuncan, 2£• cit., p, 26. 

2carse, ~usical Wind Instruments, p. 211. 
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t ook many yoars for the required series to.be attained. 

i,ot only was th1s great length . required, but a metal body 

f';:isrioned by some ktnd of plan and proportion was also 

ncce s 3arv to afford a uniformity of harmonic series. Some 

of' the old English horns became so long that they had to be 

rested on a forked stond or prop because they were so heavy 

thut it was impossible for the player to support them with

out o id. 1 As t t ese instruments were used in hunting, it 

was necessary for them to he coiled or curved for the rea

scn which has been mentioned before in connection with 

hunting horns used on the continent: Some of these horns 

re ached a lon,_>:th of elghteen feet and one can readHy un

dePstcnd the 1trir,ossibility of carrying such e horn while on 

horsehack. 'rhn circular type of horn dates from the four

te enth century. During the time of Louis XI (142:3-158:3) and 

Charles IX (1550-1574), the hunting horns were bent with 

but a s i ngle curve, and consequently very few tones could 

be procured on them. · Louis XI was very interf'sted in the 

horn and contrived several calls for use during the chase. 

One was used for the beginning of the hunt, another for the 

sighting of the fox, end still others to convey the prog

ress of' the chnse. 'l'hc se hunting horns were celled, in 

F'rBnce, ~ £! ~. which of course. was simply the 

. lFrancis w. Galpen, Old ~ngl1sh Instruments of!!!,-
1!1:£ (London: Methuen and Company, Ltd., 193?.), p, 100. 
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equivalEmt of our English tl.tle. So fond was Louis of the 

horn ths t he requested that his st::atue, oarrying a cor ~ 

~' he put on his tomb. The corresponding Germen name 

f'or these ~nrr,e jnstruments v,as Waldhorn. 1 

Iri the Jl!Jiddle Ages plundering was very prevalent, 

8.nd one of the municipal usages of the hcrn is linked with 

tha t custo,". Spec ia 1 watchmen were employed in every town 

Br.d wcr•fJ stationer: in either the church steeples or in 

sreciall:1 constructed wetch-towers. 'Ihese watchmen used a 

. r-orn cr.lle<i the z!nkc which they ble19 every hour, and also 

e,q, loyed as :s s~ p;nal to warn tl1e people of danger, in case 

of fire or thievery, Sacred tunes were played on the~ 

on feirnt days, and at noon a secular melody, After e time, 

"hrmcis were or1,: 0 nized in which the ~ was employed along 

with severe 1 other instruzuent s. 'I'he 1ncree s :!ng populeri ty 

of these binds er.used a greater demand for players of this 

fostrument, so tn,, t oft~n it resulted in the town zfoke 

player becoming o teacher of severe.I apprentices. This 

teacher, or master, soon be gen to rotate the watch duties 

a.,,ong his apprentices in order- that he might be relieved of 

his tiresome duties as watchman, 2 

One of the earliest references to horns in collec

tions is to be found in the instruments of King Henry VIII 

1 Grove 1s Dictionary of ~rusio and Musicians, American 
Supplement, Revtsed (New York: 7il'a'oni1.Ilon Company, 1928), 
p. 429. 

2Kappey, ££• cit., p. 14. 
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of ,.nglar,d, who left three hur,dred and eighty-one :lnstru..: 

:,,entc:, chiefly flutes, jn his collection. Twenty-one horns 

wo·e existeDt a,:cng h:ls !)OSsessions in 154'7. 1 

Ir, the se ·; entecnth century the n &tural French horn 

i;ppearec . 'l'':'e! n mne "natural horn" was applied to those in

"1trmren t s with no va lves. Fefore tnis time the horn had 

oeen r·c,st r1cteu to the bunt and it had had very little mu

sico l value, '1'1,e tone was considered harsh, and, as has 

'nee r. d:J scus sed y,;:• ev:l.ously, the cnrly horns wero not f1 tted 

for me lody or harmony. Durinr; this century horns 'hep;nn to 

f:l. :,.(, their way i.nto vor:lous ensemhle groups, and the .1ourney 

t cw,1rd hecom:l.rp; an art instrument tnus began. '.':-hen these 

ho1·ns 1'q;on to be used rsther ext ens 1vely, guilds were :in 

vo 1c~u e. /Wen t 1:is eArly t he re were restrfotive lsws concern

inG the playin.,r of these instruments, "nd llt one time the 

l t,w forbade the plr,yl.r.r; of either the horn or the trumpet. 

T'l-ds ban wns no douht lifted before the time of P.Roh, how

ever, ns he used trumpets in his music, 

vne of' the first records of homs being used in 

enserr,bles was with the first Ge rman Singspiel. It wns the 

comedy "Seelewig," by St,iden, which appeared in 1644, and it 

was scored for three violins, three flutes, three reeds end 

one large horn , the bas" being given by ll theorbo. Just 

what type of horn this was or of what key is not known, but 

1sachs, The History oi. oousical :nstruments, p. 303, 
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:i.1:s irwh:s :lol"! doe s prove ttot some instrument o:f' the horn

t3, e w&R used et this e arly dete.l 

,:.n l1r.po,-. tant devolop mcnt of the horn occurred in 

t)-,.0 c c c cnd )::~ lf of t~,e sev er, toenth c er.tury. Dur5.ng this 

pe r :1od , the l e n,;U, of the tube ws s increased and reached as 

r::uC17 2.s twe lve feet, wb1ch length re sulted 1n the F horn. 

•:;~, F l c :,e;t l7 of tt: i s F horn was s ,;ff1c1ent to moke available 

t) :c cor:aocut i ve no te , o.f the hErmon ic series ln the fourth 

c c t,1.v r,; . Tne vvnllnb iltty of thes e consecutive notes brought 

·,: H h :11 mimy me l odic possibllities previously unobtalnRbl@, 

i,iclod1.c s bec ::, mrc· posslh1e in the urfer reg iste'l', ll 1 though 

the:r , .• c r E. not ve r y plea s :ln.:, to the csr b e c 1mse of the 

st. r lrl cnt to ne quality wtich was produced 'hy _ the tones in 

t h 1 G cx tl•e :r.e rep;ister. Pi;r mony could be p l11yed in the mid

d l e re glster l n fourt h s, fifth:,, anr:1 sometimes in thirds 

an] Gi:x t h s . :,iot only was th<> length of the tube 1.ncree.sed 

but a l so the diameter of the coilo. 'l'he number of coils 

\'!8 3 d ecrea sed and was deterrn incd ac cording to the length, 

Soll,e horns hL1d one coil, othe rs two, or three, Along w:lth 

the diameter of the coilo, that of the bell-mouth also 

cho.n?;ed, 'i'he t nper of t he l>ore n ear the mouthp iece beca me 

st111 more pronounced, nnd the hells increased in size up 

to e maximum d iame ter of nlne :l.nohes. With this we see the 

beg:lnning of some consistency and stabilizetion of size 

1Beuer and Peyser, 2E.• cit. , p. 123. 
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no t only in length of the tune, but also in diameter of the 

tuhe one! of the bell of'the instrument. tii th this oons.ist

ency the keys could 'he determinecl, . so os to ohte:1.n instru

rilfmt s of P. def1nite pHch wrich would fit ,-,,1th the other 

imitr·uments of tt:e orchestra,1 

The large open-hooped horns pror,ably came into use 

in i-rBnce bet ween the yeors 1650 end 1680, for t:he earliest 

:rnrvlving ones date from the lost pert of the seventeenth 

c er -tury . It may be mrnr,osed the t these were modeled ofter 

t he sl·1 ape of the hunting horn which had the hoop by which 

i t Wfl s corried; Some of the horns of this ver:lety bear the 

na me of e1.ther German or English manufacturers. Cnrse gives 

a table of tho open-hooped types of horns made between 

ltiGO and 1729, wltl, their measurements. 'l'his table, shov,n 

or , the followinp, page, shows the p:eneral tendency to in

c1• en se the slze of the ir.strurnEmt. 

'fhere a;re .-,,any survivin1'. instruments believed to be 

of th:l.s irnme per.lad which, however, do not hove a definite 

d ate :Inscribed. The horns of this time had o band around 

the r1.m of' Urn bell and often th.£· coils were wrapped with 

strips of cloth. This bu.nd usually bore the name of the 

manufHcturer "nd the date in wM.ch the instru.rnent was made. 

During tr' e tiu,e of imndel (lr-;BS-1'75 9 }, the melodic• 

use of the horn was decidedly neglig ible, but insteed, its 

pr1.mvry role wos of a hormoni c nature . The instruments were 

lcarse, liius:l.col !.!!!£ lnstrumentr, p. 212. 
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TABLL I 

,,iuth in Inches 
Dnt o U.al~cr Key No. of 

Coils 
Coils Bell 

l6e;2 J . :r . Eaas, llurnberg A . . . . .. 1 

1,··t:9 Bb 
Alto ... . .. . .. 

1G08 H. L. ~re, Nurnberp; Bb 19 3/4 6 1/2 1 
Alto 

lG~~~ ~~·. ?1ull, Lomion F 14 1/2 6 3/4 3 

}'710 l- 17 1/2 . .. ... 
1'71~~ .~. Le lclrnmschne 1der, 

Vienna. ... 18 1/2 9 1/2 2 

1713 II F ... . .. . .. 
171::', J. E. lii,u ller, Roda Db 

alto 9 6 1/EJ " r., 

1718 L. Loic11 mnschneider, 
Vienno F 16 1/2 ... 3 

1724 J. l'i . Haas, Nurnberp; F 16 1/2 9 ... 
172b J. Lei.chamschneider, F 

Vienrm (pair) 18 9 1/2 2 

- · 
'.:•From Carse, Musical ~ Instruments, _P• 213. 

1'actly out of tune on u,o s t of t h e tones, so that it becnme 

1'.:perative to restrict the orchestration for horns to A 

very f'e w notes. The horns, as was the C H SE• with the other 
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bras3es, were et o disadvantage with the strings and some 

of the woodwinds, becPUSe these latter instruments were at 

o much ,, ore adv1anced stage of development end had f'ewer 

restrictions; therefore, the 1ntonat1on prohl.,ms on them 

were not nearly so acute. 'l'he viol1.ns hnd already reached 

their J;igh po1.nt of development under Stradivarius and 

Gunrr.er·lus he fore tr.1 s. period. In th i ~ same e,--a, the horn 

wi; s used frequently as a subst1. tution for the trumpet, 

notably in sou,e of the compositions of RBoh. At other 

ti n,es the horn, trombone, and oboe were used f'or support 

to tl1, other lnstruments of the orchec1tra. Often composers 

:i.nc:lcnted horn or trumpet ed l.!.£., and the conductor was 

t1°us ot liberty to select either the horn or trumpet, or to 

use th,~ comh:lnatl.on of the two. 1 

'The oresent-day shape of the orchestral horn was 

desL ne,J in the early years of the ei.ghteentb c,mtvry. 

'l'his was not en abrupt or dre.stic change but it was a cul

mirmtior. of centur:l.es of evolution of the wound circulAr 

tube. 'l'his change b[,d begun with a shell or aninal horn 

ami it had gradually developed until it was an instrument 

of somo spectf1.ed plan and design. 

'l'he eighteenth century 1 s verY l c1,;1ortant to the 

developfoent of tbe French horn, ns it came into considerably 

wider use about 1700, along w,th the clArin0t. Horns became 

1 Jilenke, ~- £11, , p. 163. 



0: (,:r•y : opP.lr.r h) the HJ lttary h cr,da which 'hegan to sprtng up 

, __ J:: ov8r ? .. urope ri1,cut thfs p e riod. 1,uch hnno s usually pat

l-e1 necl af'te1· the s1H1. ll town boncl s ::md hall th:la eeneral in-

2 flutes 
2 oboes 
2 horns 
2 trumpets 
2 'tnasoons 
1 trombonel 

'l"h c se horns were probobly thE neturol horns without crooks 

or v2lvos. 

l"'efore the middle of' thl' eiv.,hteenth century the 

l[lr tc -hooped bunt 1.ng-horn, which hos been mentloned previ

ously, renched a lengtt. of obout fourteen feet. Thts in

s trument, which was wound into two coils, end wh1ch had o 

dill.meter o f ebout t wenty lnchea, came into use. Thts was a 

horn :ln the key of D. Another variety of the D-horn with 

the ssme · l('n P:t h of tu1'inc; was wound closely into coils and 

measured about eight i n ches across the coils. A]l of these 

horns acl, ieveci a more standardized shape 1n th1 s period, 

be g1nninp: small at the mouthpiece end and greduallv get

ting larger toward tho bell. 

'fhe horn came into the, orcheatrll 1n Englond later 

than on the continent. Schwartz thus deecrires the intro

duction of the horn there: 

1 . 
Kuppoy, ~- cit., p. 75. 



To Pnch 1 s countryman and contemporary, Hendel, 
c;oe :-1 th <c honor of :lr,tro:Jucing the horn into J;;;nglaml, 
in 1715, This event is not as English !1-S it might 
~ie 'c:"' • f ·:> r ; ·:md0l, the Sn,;l:lsh king and the horn were 
e ll three from Gern,nny .1 

i, :ts f:1 J"st use of the horn ln Enp;lancl was in his "W11ter 

~,ur,ic," one rc•vain five ye ors later in the London perform

ance of "Radjmisto." 

'Io .f1 irtr1er suhstrmtiate the feet that the horn had 

an e stebJ :i shed place by tho middle of the eighteenth cen

tury tJ-.:ere is Dr. Burney' s · accm .. rnt of a.n esaav p;iven to 

him l ::; l: resident of Florence, whicr1 was wr1tten "on the 

cnpJC:ity !mcl extent of the violoncello, in imitat1ng the 

vl olh1, flute, F·cench horn, trumpet, oboe, r:ind bassoon, 112 

I, l t Lough thi.3 CTssay was r:ot of o nature to be valuable on 

tbc sul, ject of the French horr: , it nevertheless supplies 

evidence thnt the horn wos then well-known, Also, on his 

c01:tincntt,l trovels Dr. nurney me-ntlons hov·lng heard !l 

b u. rid in wh :l.ch t!w horns were included e.nd which he ssid 

v1er•e so out of tune that he wished t h em !l hundred miles 

rcforethe eighteenth century all of the horns 

were made ir:. the key of F, !Ind therefore, to get the best 

effect from them 1n the orchestra, they could re used only 

in composit1ons v1hi.ch were in the key of F. 'rhie century, 

1H. ·,--i . Schwartz, The Stot:i of il.'usicE1l Im1truments 
(Nevi York: Dou1'leday, Doren and Comprmy, i~:>-13), P• 190, 

2cedric Howard Glover,· Charles Burney I s Continental 
Travels (Glasgow: Plackie and Sons, Ltd,, l927), p, 47. 
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however, brought a decided change in horn pleying, for it 

\" OS then that the crook began to be widely used, Crooks 

,,:er e perfected which would put the instruments into any key, 

s o tbBt, upon :Inserting e specified crook, the 1nstrument 

rm11 lo. automnticully be changed to the key of that particu

l a r cr·ook. The F' horn hod previously been about twelve 

fe e t lonr; nnd had h ecn wound in two or three coils, but 

by tbt· atld it l on of t h e crooks, the length was thereby short

ene d to about s even nnd n hnlf feet. 1 These crooks were 

constructed 1r. thirt.ern different lenp;ths which varied from 

or:c anu o hn lf' t.o ten end a hnlf feet. · Jn one end of the 

crook tho mouthp iece was placed while the other end fitted 

1n to thC' horn. L11ter, a better design was introduced by 

J o ha n ,,,erne r, a second horn player in the Itu\'erie~ Opere 

Crchest.ro a t Vienna. Th:ls improvement was invented in 1754 

,,nd wo s called the Inventionii-horn. The Invc,ntions-horn 

prov:lded for all the longer crooks to be "inserted into the 

center of t;hr· horn, by a double sliding tube. Thus the horn 

could be 'crooked,' or put into every chromatic interval 

from Bb alto to Bb basso. 11 2 One of these instruments 'had 

on in m:.. slide by me ens of which thfl tnstrument could be 

put 1nto eny key. No doubt the \'layers of these horns were 

appr ecieted bec !luse of the extra difficulty and ski.11 

l Knppcy, ~- ~it., p. 59. 

. 2 F'a.rmer, The ~ and Development £!:. Militarv 
i~usic, p. 57. 
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involved in playing their horns, as Farmer states in his 

book on military 1nusic that in the provisions for the Band 

of' i,ru.sick, British Royal Regiment of Artillery, 1762, the 

horn pleyers received extra pay. 

Article V, So long as the art Ulery remain:, in Ger
ms.my each mu~ician is to hove ten dollars per month, 
rut tho two French horns to have twelve dollars per 
montb, out of which they must provide their own 
broad: but when they arrive in England, each mu
s:i.c:lan to receive· one shillin,':, the French horns 
one shilling and twopence per day; this payment to 
cornwence at their arrival in l:>ngland. 
Article VIII. 'l'he two Franch horns w111 enter into 
pay, as soon as they sign their articles, the pay 
of the other s:l.x musiclans, to commence as soon as 
they arrive at the corps;l 

In the use of. the crooks, it weR necessary for the player 

to clwnge crooks every tlme there was a key change in the 

music. It was an inconvenience to use different horns or 

different crooks, for the bag containing extra crooks we.a 

cmr!bcrsome flnd h(rnvy to Cllrry. 

I\ novel effect of a horn performnnce is recorded 

by Dr. Burney. Joachim Frederic Crete gave several con

certs :1.n London in 1729 in which he "blew the first and 

second treble on two French-horns, in the sa.me manner BS is 

usually done by two persons. 112 No doubt this wes a kind of 

e comical effect and proboply was not in common pre.ctioe 

among horn pl8yers. 

York: 

lKoppey, 

2Cherles 
Harcourt, 

~- CJ!_,, p. 59. 

Burney, fl General J.li stor} of llludc ( New 
Bruoe and Company,-·,., d, ,II~. 



Horns cnme to be recognized for their import,mce in 

bot~ bends and orchestras about this period. Before the 

eighteenth century a few instances msy be found of the 

use of horns in ensembles, r,ut it was the exception rA.ther 

than the general practice. Composers begen to realize the 

value of horns prin,arily for filling in a background for 

tr,e other ir,struments in the orchestr ,:. , while in the bands, 

th e l1orns had a more active pert and added much to the 

volu,,ic ond brassy sound of this old type of bend. Some 

s cv<·nte enth l!nd eiflhteenth cen tt1ry i n strumentations ere 

l:lsted relow, 

Lully (1633-1687), operet1.c composer of France, 

wrote for t11e horn in one of ·the earliest opera orchestras. 

I·iis orchestre. was composed of: 

violins 
flutes 
trumpets 
kettle-drums 
oboes 
bassoons 
trompes de cheese 
guitars · 
bagpipes 
tambourines, castanets 

(in the bllllet)l 

In Germany the military 'hands, which have been men

tioned previously, were common in almost every town of' any 

size. 1'he typical band of this kind usually included the 

following instrumentation: 

l wanda Landowska, ~of~ Past (New York: Al
fred A. Knopf, 1924), p. 64. 
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2 flutes 
2 oboes 
2 horns 
2 trumpets 
2 b 0saoons 
1 trombonel 

Although P•~•ch used trumpets to a grE>oter extent than 

h or·ns, his f,worite orchestra, as represented by his scor

ings , c onsisted of: 

strings 
flut e s 
oboes (also oboe d 1a,nore, alto oboe, end oboe 

de coccis, tenor· oboe) . 
br.ssoons (al so ta1lle de b0sson, R tenor bas-

soon called tenoroon) 
trumpets ( trombe) 
corno de cacc1a 
hunting born 
clorlno, corne tti and three trombones are often 

used to double the vocel parts. 2 

In 1715 the horns were again used in the opern or

che str·r, by Scerlotti, who wrote for two horns in F in his 

opera "'I' ·l grane: 113 Loewenberg states that this wes the 

fir-:it t1me In whic J-·. horns were used in the opera orchestra, 4 

but Lully used them much earlier as hes been cited previ

ously. 

'l'he Strasbourg Academy of Music numb ered, in 1730, 

twenty players, the distribution of instrumentation being: 

York: 

bridge: 

1Richnrd Franko Goldman, ~ Band 1s ldUslc (New 
Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1938), p. 27. 

2Bauer and Peyser, .212• .£.!!., p. 157. 

3Schwartz, 2£.• cit., p.191. 

411.lfred Loewenberg, AnnaLI of §)era l597-.!2.1Q 
. w. Heffer and Sor.,, .-r:ra:-; 194 , p. 68. 

(Cam-



6 violins 
1 viola 
2 violoncellos 
1 double-bass 
2 flutes 
2 oboes 
:? b ,i ssonns 
2 horns 
2 trumpets 
kettle-drumsl 

"Wh1 le visiting Ba.ron von Purnberg in 1744 Haydn 

wrote of' s series of works for an orchestr,:i of strings, 

oboes nr:d horns , which was in the employ of the Baron. 112 
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!'ow many horns or whet kind was not given in this reference. 

Tiaydn's orchPstro at Esterhez consisted of: 

str-Jngs_ 
1 flute 
oboes 
2 b11ssoons 
4 hOI'llS 
trumpets 
kettle-drums3 

After 1778 the clarinet weo added to the lla:y-dn in

stru rnentnti on . · Another record lists IJeydn I s orchest:rn at 

~-stor hezy I s as eu,brac ing s:l.xtoon to twenty-two players: 

4 to 6 violins 
2 violoncellos 
flutes 
oboes 
bassoons 
hunters horns (often 4) 
loter clerinets4 

lLandowske, .QE.• cit., p. 111. 

2Bauer and Peyser, .2E• _cit., p. 186 • . 

3~ •• p. 346. 

4 1..en<lowske, .QE.• nit., p. 109. 



'I'his list is almost identical with the prev:l.ous one except 

for this spec:l.ficet:l.on that the horns _were hunters I horns. 

tl!:'tur·G.lly lie.ydn 1 a :l.nstrumentet:l.on v r. r1ed somewhat 'while at 

l•. ~t.erh r, zy 11s his res:ldence there lasted thirty years, _from 

17 ('\l to 17~'0. 

hlson, in his Crcbestral Instruments fil:!£. ~ Use, 

dc scr1r,e s the entrance of the horn into the orchestra in 

h1r3 :; . 

The i l" troduction of the horn into tho Pe.ria orchestra 
1 s s 1dd to h0ve reen due to the composer Gosaec. When 
t he s inger Sorh:l.e Arnould, Afterwards so famous :1.n 
Gluck's operas, mode her h ,r:l.s:l.en debut, in 1757, the 
:v•:')\m i, Gos sec composed two arias for her, in which he 
wrote obbligato parts for two horns nnd two clnri
nets.1 

'Ihe instrumentati.on for t1?,e prev:l.ously ment:l.oned 

r al"d of uiue1ck of the nrit:l.sh Rt;g:l..ment of Artillery in 

1?62 was: 

2 trumpets 
2 French borne 
2 b9ssoonii 
4 heutbo:l.s or clor3nets2 

In 1763 Frederick the Great i.saued an order which 

s t ated thnt the German bands were to consist of one set 

instrumentation, which was as follows: 

2 oboes 
2 cls.r:l.nets 
2 horns 
2 bassoons.3 

lArthur Elson, Orchestral Instruments and Their Use 
(Bo nton: Page Company, 1930), p, 2ll. -- --- --

2r,',;rmer, Rise -~ Developruent .2£ i·dlite.ry Music, p.14:5. 

:5l12..!£. , p. 56. 
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This comb:!.nation was a great fevor:!.te with composers 

and was known on the contin~nt es "harmonic music." 

In VieIJI1a in 1781, o band wr.ich played before the 

I!ofhurg castle every evening consisted of: 

2 shawms 
2 clarinets 
2 horns 
1 trumpet 
2 bassoons 
s1de drum 

. bass druml 

Yr r,<.le rfok ~'. icolai visited V1e!"na 1n 1781 and was 

highl ,\' p len s €'d with a military band, which appears to have 

heen the sa rre ''And mentioned by Kapi:::ey. This orgo nization 

i ncluded: 

2 shawms 
2 ol9rinf-.ts 
2 horns 
1 trumpet 
2 bassoons 
side drum 
bass drum2 

In 17 83 even en inclependent organization like the 

ilonour·able Art 11 lery Co,,,pany could only boast of this 

Slil&ll band: 

4 clarinets 
2 horns 
1 trumpet 
2 bassoor.113 

'l'he b ,:, nds of the three Regiments of Guards consisted 

l Kappey, !?.E• cit .• , p. 87. 

2~., p. 69. 

31- fl rmer, Rise ~ Development ~ f,:ilitery ~lusfo, p. 67. 



1:1 1783 of or.ly eight i::erformers each , end these members 

·i:e re apportioned ac cord.ir..g to t he followinr: instru?nenta-

t ~or.: 

2 oboes 
2 cln.r1ncts 
2 horns 
2 b:.;ssoons1 
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'l'v:elvc player::: co:r.prised the band of attested sol

<Be r s for the Coldstream 'Guo.rd, which was formed in 1785, 

□ ml c:xjsts to the presf'r. t dny. They We\ ·e as follO\VSl 

4 clur1nets 
2 oboes 
l trumpet 
2 horns 
~ bassoor;s 
1 serpent2 

Ir. !mglnnd in 1794 , the- 3renadier Guards hnd a bfmd 

corioi st 1.ng of: 

1 flute 
6 clnr1net s 
3 bo.s s oons 
2 serpr.nts 
1 trumpet 
:3 horns 
drums3 

The Corpe d 1Elite of France had the followin~ 1n

strumentnt1.on ir. 1795: 

1 flute 
6 cler1net s 
"bassoons 
1 serpent 
1 trumpet 
2 horns 
drums4 

lKappey, ~• cit., p. 87. 
2Ji'armer, R1se and Development £!:_ Militnry Mus·10, p. 69. 

3_!~., . -p. 84. 
4 Ibid. 
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'l'he use of horns in v,rious musical organizations 

seems to hr,ve been prevalent throughout the eighteenth cen

tury ln most of the leading countries with the exception of 

Italy. Russia had a horn hi:;nd In 1750 directed by J, A, 

!,,ares, who was !l Bohemian virtuoso on the French horn. 

Thls rond was composed entirely of horns which could pro

duce only one note each, Thirty-seven phyers and horns 

comprised this hand when it was first orgnnized, Keppey 

gives an interer,ting comment on these b~inds: 

'.i'he fl;re!lt requlslte wns thot their embouchure 
for· the one note sl1ould be of the very best, sind their 
intelligence sufficient to leorn the peculiar nota-
tJ ori, in which their music wes wr1 tten, and be ready 
to sound the note when required. OnE! very p;reat re
sult was acb1eved. The instruments being made es 
perfectly in tune as possible, and th6 sounding of 
its note betnp; studied with greet .care and labour, 
it is snid t1 at the performances of that band, with 
re,-;ard to shading and purity of intonation, were the 
11,ost perfect kind ever heard. 'l'he number of horns 
and performers was at last increased to 60, end their 
tra:l.n1ng .wa.s so CFreful that they performed pieces of 
urucb difficulty.l 

It might be supposed, using Farmer as a basis, that 

n knowledge of th0 French horn was desired for bend-masters, 

He quotes an :lnterest:lng advert:l.sement in the Daily ~

~ in 1774: 

WANTED, immecHe.tely, e person qual:l.fied as e 
,,,aster Musician to a Military Band of ldu1!1ick, who is 
a perfect Mester of the French horn, and performs on 
ether w:l.nd instruments, as great enco11ragement will 
be given. None need apply who is note perfect mas
ter ond can be we J 1 reco" mended a a a person of p;reet 
Sobriety and i,ood conduct, 2 · 

lKappey, £12., cit,, p. 63. 

2Farmer, Rise and Development of Military~. p. 60, 



As to actual study of th,r French horn, one refer

ercce shows that horn pleyinp- was taught at a conservatory 
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in Italy h, the latter half of the century. When Dr. Burney 

n,r;de hls tour oi the continent, he visited a· conservctory 

ln Itel:v iri which he found students of the horn as well as 

of' s1nr:ini:; and oth~r instruments, e.lthough the horn players 

dju not :f'P.re os well as some or the others. 

The violoncellos prnctise in another room; 
Dnd the flutes, oboes, and other w:lnd irstruments 
ir E t11ircl, except the trurnpets and horns, which are 
obl i: ed to fag, . either on the stairs, or on the top 
of the house.I 

It wovld anrcar that the horn p1uyers were not very well 

re8rectect, however,· since they had no ·aefin:i.te place pro

vided for them in this conserve tory, 

Dr, Furney also 1mmtions the horn in connection with 

religious event9: 

At 6 D, m, the s0.1ne eveui.ng a splendid pro
cesrii<m r13ssed through the streets, in honor of 
some legendarv saint: consisting of a prodigious 
r.umher of priests, who snng psalms in Cl!lnto fermo 
(i. e, in parts), all the way to the church, with 
we.x tapers in their hands, accompanied by F'rench 
horns, and serpents; e. larp;e crucifix, e.nd e Ma
donna and child, as bip; as the life, of the same 
metal, decorated this solemnity,2 

F'or many centuries the horns were considered unfit 

to be lncluded :In the orchestras w:lth the more refined in

c1tr·urnents, as the tone quality was so harsh and unmusical. 

Until the instl'l.ments were lengthened, 1t was impossible 

1Glover, ~• ~_1. , n. 65. 

2 Ibid., p, !16. 



for them to he used widelJ in musical groups becauee many 

cf them were umible to produce more then one tone. Grad

uclly, however, the bros s fa:r,ily began to be included ln 
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the operatic orchestra, the military rondii, and verious mis

celJ.oneous types of ensembles. The tone quality was often 

offensive to tbf ears of the listeners, however, end the 

[:arts written for them were very narrow in sc_ope, espedelly 

when compere ll with the parts given to the instruments which 

were ot o more advr.nced st age of development. The first 

role of tl~e horn WEIS to add picturesqueness and color, in 

the for"; of hunting col ls and the like, to the music. Com

roscrs _snd pl1Jyers were irritated by these limitattor-s of 

the horn, F.1nd the eighteenth century saw much chnnge and ex

perimentotion olonp; the lines of vArhtions of tune length 

rmd novel methods uiied in an utternpt to bring About more 

pleesing aesthetic results, The developments which oc·

curred during this period will be discussed in the chapter 

to follow, 



CHAPTER II 

DE.VICES UADING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF VALVES 

The first horn used in the orchestra was the natural 

horn, which is thus described in detail by Arthur Elson in 

hJ s Orchestrnl In,itruments and ~ .!1..!!.!!.: 

The natural horn, without Keys or valves, is 
a conical brass tube, curved upon itself, provided · 
with a tapering mouthpiece at its smaller end, and a 
large bell, or expanded opening at the other ex
tremity. The player's lips vi't-rate aga:lnst the 
mouthpiece, at a speed governed by the length of the 
tube, the pressure of his breath, and the firmness 
which he uses in making his "embouchure." Firm 
lips and hard blowing produce the higher harmonics. 
The narrowness of the tube is another aid in the for
mat ion of these upper notes. The fundamental, or 
full-length tone of the horn is never sounded,but all 
of the harmonic series, even up to the twentieth, are 
possible.l 

This instrument was very restricted as to key and the num

ber of notes possible, and soon some adjustment became neces

sary to alleviate these limitations. 

Toward the end of the eighteenth century, two or 

four horns o~ different tonalities began to be used in or

der to obtain the complete chromatic scale, Sachs says: 

"Four horns, a semitone ·apart, would provide an uninterrupted 

1Elson, ~- cit., pp. 211-213. 
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chromatic scale from the fourth harmonic on.111 The use of

these horns in different keys proved beneficial for produc

jng a chromatic scale, as each horn had harmonics in a dif

ferent key, therefore giving the composer a wider choice of· 

tones. It must be kept in mind, however, that the entire 

chroma tic scale could not be played by any s1.ngle player 

on one instrument, but instead each player merely had 

cer-tain notes which his instrument in turn could contribute 

to the scale. A complete chromatic ·scale thus involved re

lay in the matter of performance. Often composers scored 

for four horns but only in :wo keys, in which case the first

and second horns were in one key and the third and fourth 

in the other. ubviously such usage was unsatisfactory, for 

a scole divided eroong four persons had many disadvantages. 

'l'he execution of a soale-wise passage by four different 

performers would of a necessity be rather rough end uneven, 

as each person had a slightly different tone-quality end 

the connection in correct time values was difficult. Rapid 

possages and also those demanding a greet amount of agility, 

such as those for the violins, were out of the question for 

this relay method of playing. One might also imagine the 

inconsistency in the relationship of the scale steps to one 

another when played in this manner, since the pitch of each 

lsachs, The �z £f. ll4usicel Instruments, p. 424.
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tone would be untrue when it came from a horn in another koy. 

One of the first experiments. to remedy this unhappy 

situation is described by Sachs: 

In 1788, an English111SJ1, Charles Clagget, ob
tained a British patent for "uniting two French horns 
in such a manner that the mouthpiece may be applied to 
either of them instantaneously as the music may re
quire . One of the trumpets being of the tone D, and 
the other of the tone Eb, it is evident that by mov
ing the mouthpiece to the suitable born or trumpet 
any piece of music may be ~layed, as it then contains 
an entire chromatic scale. I 

Before valves were invented 1 still another attempt 

was made to unite horns of .different keys. This consisted 

of a cluster of tubes, grouped so they could be blown 

through a single mouthpiece -- by means of keys, the air 

stream could be directed through any tube at will, Each 

horn was of a different key so as to furnish all the tones 

in a chromatic scnle. This invention proved an advantage 

over the natural horn, but it was very inconvenient and 

i mpractical, because the many horns constituting the clus

ter thereby caused the instrument to be very heavy. 2 

After further experimentation, it was discovered that, 

by putting in different lengths of tubing, the pitch of the 

instrument would be changed sufficiently to shift it into a 

different key. These pieces of tubing were called crooks, 

as they wer~ usually of a curved or U-shape. The use of 

l.!J2.!&. 
2Kelley, .5m, cit,, p, 185. 
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these crooks was the basis for the nomenclature persisting 

to the present time by wh1ch horns are designated as being 

F, Bb, Eb, and ·G, Carse gives a discussion of these borne, 

which is as follows: 

Horn parts began to appea.r in orchestral scores 
soon after the beginning of the eighteenth century; the 
earliest of these suggest that F was the standard key 
at first, but a number of actual instruments and some 
contemporary parts written for horns in G, F, Eb, D, 
and C, show that further lengthening of the tube was in 
progress durtng t he first half of the century, Eisel 
(1738) and tlajer (1741) mention the F and C horns as 
the most common; the :bnglish instruct ton books, 'l'he 
iilodem ~ .1,iaster (1731), The~, Delight (1754) 
and the Comol~tor (c. 1754) name horns in O, F, 
hb, D and C, and contemporary parts suggest that the 
favourite ins truments for orchestral use were those in 
I<' and 1n D.1 

It is interesting to note that horns in these keys, men

tioned above, have remained the favorite ones, Composers 

!•ave always preferred them to the others, and they have 

been used from the dates given above U?Jtil the present day, 

The F and. D horns have the best tone quality in their open 

tones, and this has been the basis for their long-time 

popularity, The method of crooking the horns was adopted 

by both German and French makers toward the end of the eight

eenth century, and the 1nstruments became known in Germany 

as the Inventionsh8rner, while in France the crooks were 

called~ de rechange. 

An interesting piece of information concerning the 

horns in these various keys, 'with crooks, is that on the 

lcarae, Musical Wind Instruments, p. 214. 
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shorter, higher horns the low notes are easier to pronuce; 

whereas, the high note s are very difficult. The opposite is 

true of the low-pitche s horns; the high notes ore ohtain

sble with more e�se and the low tones are very difficult to 

produce,l 

According· to  Grove, the lengths of these various 

crooks are1 

Bb 
A 
Ab 
G 
I!' 
E; 
Eb 
D 
C 
Bb 

crook (olto) " 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II (basso). 

16· inches 

�� :: 
36 3/4 " 
52½ " 61 " 
70¼ II 

8Q II 

}01 II 

125 II 2 

On r·are occasions the number of crooks was increased to in

clude A basso and Ab basso. As will be readily observed, 

the lower tho pitch of the crook s the longer tho tube length, 

which i s  in accordance with the normal acoustical law.

The hand-horn and Inventionshorn were both in use 

from about the lote eighteenth century to the middle_of the 

nineteenth. 1�ey seem to hsve been made in several of the 

leading countries of Europe, as ev1denoed by such a list a s  

that below, furnished by Carse. Belgium, Germany, Italy, 

France and Austria figure most prominently in their contri

butions to these types of horns. According to Carse, the 

lEector Berlioz The Li fe of Hector Berlioz (Lon
don: I. M. Dent and So;s-;-ttii":";-1937),P-129. 

2orove, �• £.!!_., p. 430. 
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folJowing are some of the makers of these instruments dur� 

ing this period: 

Haltenfof' Hanau 
KoI'n • • Mayence
Schmidt. Leipzig 
Gabler . Berlin
EschenbA ch · • Markneukirchen
Riedl • • Vienna 
Naumann • Vfonno
Ripsoli • Pistoja
Pelliti • Milan
Cormery. • Paris
Duiarier Paris 
Raowc. Paris
La bbsye Paris
ifrause Berlin
Sattler Leipzig
Roth • • Adorf
lJuirrascbwidt . • l\larkneukirchen
G9.mbaro • . • • Paris
G:uichard Paris
Kretschmann. • . . • Strauabourg
Du bois and Coutourier . Lyons 
Bacher • Ghent
Devaster Brussels 
'l'uerlinckx Malin!s 
van Engelen Liege 

Galpin and Carse, two authorities on instruments, 

have described the function and characteristi cs of' these 

horns with crooks. These descd.ptions also inclue some 

variations of this k_ind of instrument that grew out of the 

ordinary crooked horn which has been mentioned prev1.ously, 

Galpin reports1 

When the Waldhorn entered the orche stra at the 
close of the seventeenth century, it was found neces
sary to alter its normal pitch to the key of the c om
position played in order to obtain as many of the 
harmonic notes as possible. This was effected by 
� � rechange or crooks (Krumbugel), consisting
of various lengths of tubing inserted into the small 

1carse, illusicel Wind Instruments, p. 218.
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end of the instrument. Sax of Brussels, in his Cor 
Olllilitonigue, placed them all on the instrument, the 
required length being added by means of a graduated 
slidinf-tube. It x•endereo. the horn, however, very 
heavy. 

Some of these horns were so constructed that all the crooks 

were fixed permanently to the instrument in order that any 

of them could he pl1>oed in the sounding-length of the tub

ing without the usual necessity of re111oving one crook e.nd 

replac1ng it by another.2 

Of the Viennese horns in use in the early eight

eenth century, Carse makes the following st�tement: 

Horns with six crooks were made in Vienna as 
early as 1718. These orchestral horns had a fixed 
tube-length of about 8 feet, twice coiled in a rather 
small hoop, e.nd the addition of a circular crook, or 
combinations of two or even th ree crooks, inserted 
between the body of the horn and the mouthpiece, in
cr·easing the sounding-length so e.s to provide for al-
most all keys from C alto downwe.rds. 0 

As mentioned earlier, the horn wns first used in or

chestras for the added color which it afforded for hunting 

scenes, military nrusic, and noisy types of music in general. 

The horn hod beer. in such use for about a century before 

any progx•ess was made as to diversifying the type of music 

written for it. Composers seemed to be satisfied to keep 

the horns within the stereotyped cape.city without llllking 

any attempt to widen the sphere of possibilities for them. 

p. 223.
lGalpin, A Textbook of h�ropean .iwsice.l Instruments,

2carse, Musical Wind Instruments, p. 215.

3�., p. 219. 

- - -- --- ----- -------
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It was about the middle of the eighteenth century before any 

change was me.de in this connection, When the horn first 

began to be used 1n orchestras in Germany, there were many 

ob,1ections to it because of its hsI'shness; therefore, it 

was suggested that a mute be put into the horn to soften 

the tone, Mutes had previously been used on the oboe and 

haQ proved very satisfactory, 1'he method of muting the oboe 

was achieved by filling the globular bell with cotton-wool, 

'fb, first mutes tried on the born were maae of wood, and 

some were made of cardboard. Joseph Humpel, a horn player 

st tl', e court of Dresden .1ust after the middle of the eight

eenth century, tried the old dev:l ce of oiut ing which had 

been used on the oboe and discovered that, with the inser

tion of tho cotton pad, the pitch was lowered a semitone. 

He wao amazed with the result and hit upon the idea of plac

ing his hand in the bell as a substitute for the cotton. 

Again the swno change of pitch occurred as had been ef

fected with the oboe mute. This chance discovery made e 

great change in the possib:llities of horn playing. 1 The 

mute lllade it possible for the harsh open tones· to be made 

nofter and more satisfying to the ear, and at the same t1.me 

the number of s.vailable notes was increased by more then 

twice the number originally obtainable. This method of 

mutins was soon adopted by other horn players and was the 

lGrove, 2.P.• cit,, p. 429. 
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first attempt that had ever been made to bridge over the 

gap between the harmonics. This method of muting was known 

us stopping; the instrument on which it was used received 

the desi!)'.,nation of the hand-horn, and the notes obtained 

by this method constituted hand-notes.l Kappey says, in 

connection with the stopping process used on the horn: 

"The 'open' notes of the horn are precisely the same as 

those of the trumpet, its shape allowing a convenient in

sertion of the right hand !nto the bell. 112 The natural 

shape of the horn afforded an advantage over the other 1n

st.ruments, as its curved tubing caused the bell to be in 

euch a position as to make it easily reached. Not so in 

t l'.:: e case of the trumpet; the instrument was often so long 

thr, t it was impossible to reach the hell. Hampel con

tributed greatly to the development of the horn, inasmuch 

as he is also credited with the idea, which has already been 

mentloned, of inserting the crooks into the middle of the 

horn. 3 

Descriptions of stopped and partially stopped notes 

have lJeen given by most writers on the suhject of instru

ments. Sechs substantiates the statement above, as to the 

inventor and to the date of his discovery. Stopping was 

11!!.!!!. 

2K.appey, £fl.• cit., p. 60. 

3carse, ~usical Wind Instruments, p. 218. 
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done by inserting several fingers, held close together, into 

the bell, It was soon di scovered that more va:i:!ation than 

that represented by one semitone could be got by the use of 

stopping, 'l.'he horn players gradually proceeded to dis

tinguishing three degrees of stopping: hnlf-stopping, 

three-qua rter stopping, and whole-.stopping. Authorities 

differ a s  to the exact rules end methods concerning each 

of these degrees of stoppinB, and Sachs comments: 

The difference between half and three-quarter 
stopping is so vague that the methods of producing 
certain notes vary greatly. In certain cases the note 
can be eaised instead of lowered by s�opping. Thus, 
within the average range c to f3 most gaps between 
the harmonics can be bridged over, l 

On this same surject of stopping and its various 

degrees, Grove gives a mor.e detailed and precise account 

of the different techniques applied, Ile states: 

The method of stopping the horn is not by in
troducing the closed fist into the bell, but the open 
hand, with the fingers close together, some way up 
the bore, By drawing the fingers back, the natural 
sounds Hre again produced, The degree in which the 
horn is stopped is not the same for all stopped 
notes, th ere being half and whole stopping, In the 
first, by raising the han d the bell alone la, as 1 t 
were, closed; 1n the second the band ls introduced 
as far as if it were intended almost to prevent the 
passage of ai r, (The "half-stop" la used to depres·s 
an open note by a semi.tone, and the "whole-stop" in 
like manner gives a tone; more than thi� in the or
dinary way cannot be done by stopping.) 

Grove does not even mention the existence of the 

third degree of stopping, and it was possible that each 

lsechs, The History 9.f Musical Instruments, p. 424. 

2orove, .912.• £.!!,, p. 4.29. 
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individual player had a method of his own by which he could 

procure the various alterations of pitch which were called 

for in the horn parts. The farther the hand was inserted 

into the bell the more 111Uffled the tone became, and it was 

almost impossible for such tones to be heard, Players 

adopted the method of blowing very loudly in an attempt to 

mnke these indistinct tones more easily audible. The re

sult we.a a "buzzy" tone. '!'he contrast among the open tones 

of the harmonic se'ries, the stopped muffled tones and the 

stopped "bussy" tones was p;reat, and composers were forced 

to exercise extreme care in writing for these artificial 

tones so o.s not to produce an effect which would be oomical. 

Berlioz says that, contrary to the method employed by 

Beethoven of using mostly open tones wit], the wise dis

persion of the stopped tones, the French and Italian com

posers used the same method of writing for horns as for bas

soons or clarinets~ They did not take into account the dif

ference between the closed and open tones, or the differ

ence in the degrees of stopping. One can well imagine 

the conglomerated effect produced by thf) scoring of some of 

the composers who wrote thus indiacriminately. 1 

Despite the fact just mentioned that the brisk, 

open tones of the hunting horn were a drastic contrast to 

the muffled tones of the stopped horn, this method of playing 

lBerlioz, ~- ill•• p. 138. 
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proved a great improvement. Several attempts were mi.de to 

change the shape of other instruments, notably the trumpet 

and others of the brass family, in order that the device of 

stopping might also be possible on them. Most of these at

tempts proved unsatisfactory, however. 

Stopping served another use besides the resultant 

enlurging of the number of tones possible and the modifica

tion of th.e tone quaU.ty. Several of the tones of ·the nat

ural haI'llionic series of the horn were badly out of tune, 

pr:tnc:l.pally the seventh, eleventh, thirteenth and four

tee,nth. These tones are out of tune 1.n the natural har

monic series, and they appear as untrue in pitch on 

strjnged instruments, on carillon and all hung bells. 

Stopping of horns was used to a good advantage to put these 

tones ln tune. Most of these had a pronounced tendency to 

be flat, and, by the process·or a partial stoppage of the 

bell, the tones were lowered to the semitone below. Be

fore, it had been necessary to avoid these faulty harmonics, 

as tho resulting clash in intonation between the horns and 

the rest of the orchestra was very inharmonious. 

Kappey goes into great detail to explain the vari

ous degrees of stopping, even to the pitches producible and 

the tone qual:1.ty of each. He lists three degrees of picth 

lowering: 
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••• its shape allowing a convenient insertion 
of right hand into the bell, 1t was easy to "atop" . 

. the tone, wr•ich means that by putting the palm of the 
right hand more or less completely against the mouth 
of the bell, the intermediate notes between the har
monics could be more or less perfectly sounded. But 
all these artificially produced notes had e "muffled" 
er dull sound; thus, take the note E upon the lowest 
line of the stave: by inserting the hand into the 
be 11 with what technically is called a II quarter-stop," 
the note Eb can be produced; but the tone is fer less 
brilliant than the Ef; if the hand is put deeper into 
the bell D can be sounded, but it is of a decidedly 
bad queli ty; by closing . the epf,rture es fer es it can 
be done with the hand (celled a three-quarter-stop) 
a Db could be produced, but the sound is very bed end 
can scarcely be heard. Thus, no matter how excellent 
the player was, he could only produce e scale. of very 
unequal quality,l . 

According to this explanation, despite the differing end 

alrHost inaudible tone quality of the stopped tones, these 

three degrees of stopping would allow the bridging of every 

gap bet;veen the open tones except the first interval be

tween harmonics 2 and Z., .!, .!:!_, , c to g on the horn, The 

notes written for horns of ell keys were the same, The 

difference in the various keys of instruments lay in the 

fact that they were all transposing instruments, There

fore the first gap, for instor.ce, on all the horns, whet

over their key, was written c tog. 

Furthermore, this discovery effected the position of 

the instrument tn relation to the player's body and hands, 

PI•evious to thts discovery, the horn had been held with the 

bell upturned, but of necessity, the stopped horn had to be 

lKappey, £11.• ill•, p. 60, 
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turned so as to ·permit the band entering the bell or "pock

etv1ards" as ls the term sometimes applied, This ls the 

origin of the modern method of holding the horn. 1 From the 

time that stopplng first began to be used, the horn player 

has made a practice of keeping his hand ln the bell re

gardless of whether he ls playing a stopped tone. The nor

mal posltlon of the hand ln the bell for ordinary open notes 

ls wlth the back of the hand against the side of the bell 

which ls away from the player 1 s body, This position of the 

himd decreases the rougher and sba.rper elements ln tone 

quality of the horn and affords more pll!!Ilcy ond flexi

bility to the entire tonal-production. Occasionally com

posers w111 indicate that the horn pl!lyer ls to turn the 

bell upward when e. special effect 1s desired. By the ab

sence of the hand ln the bell, the tone ls sharper and 

sounds brassy. Such passages, with the bell upward, are en

tirely out of the realm of 1imuslcal" quality and Kli.ng 

says 1 " such tricks should be banished to the 

circus, where they would probably be more approprlete. 112 

The great difference ln timbre between the sound of 

the stopped and the open tones caused quite a problem. The 

open tones were much louder, and lt was therefore necessary 

for• the perf'ormer to play much more softly ln order to make 

lsachs, The History .2f Musical Instruments, P• 424. 
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them more nearly coincide with the stopped tones, Obviously 

the problem of intonation was very serious and e.lso absorbed 

a certs ln amount of time in execution, The hand-horn was, . 

however, very effective in influencing the aesthetic quality 

of the horn at this stage of development. Grove states: 

The tone-quality of the horn is full, but on· 
the whole soft and moul'Jl'lful, and it blends well with 
the woodwinds. There is a great range of quality; 
however, from the mysterious mournfulness of the low 
"stopped" notes to the almost painful e.nd despairing 
cry of the upper notes when sounded f,1 

V.hen not overblown, the stopped tones could not be used 

except in soft passages. Often echo effects were obtained 

very satisfactorily by stopped tones, The combination of 

open and stopped tones in one group usually was not very 

satisfactory, however, ns the difference of quality was too 

great to be combined in a passa~e of one dynamic marking. 

F'urther commenting ori the stopped tones and em

pha siz :l.ng their lack of steadiness and reliability, Ander-

sen says: 

Open tones are generally to be relied upon 
to produce the effect desired; but the stopped tones 
changed not only the color of tone, but were at~ mes 
very shaky in pitch, thus creating variations not at 
0.ll intended,2 

1ven with these disadvantages, the stopped horn did improve 

the scope of horn playing, and it also acted as a stimulus 

York: 

lorove, 2E.• cit., p. 429, 

2Arthur Olaf Andersen, Proctical Orchestration (New 
C. C. Birchard and Company, 1929), p, 127. 
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in the general contribution to musical literature for the 

horn. 'l'he stopped horn was the most significant and the 

most widely used device for enlarging the chromatic compass 

hef'ore the valve was invented, 

Daubeny recognized and analyzed the defects of the 

stopped horn, while at the same time he gave it credit for 

the great contribution Which it made to the future of all 

horn music and the horn itself. In his book, Orchestral 

Wlnd Instruments, he nwkes the following statement: 

•••• this discovery, which greatly increased the 
chromat io comp a as, . together with the timely influence 
of Haydn, insured once and for all the popularity of 
the horn (or hand horn, as 1:t was known in England) 
and secured for it a recognized place as the most 
important "brass" wind instrument in the orchestra.. 1 

'l'he etopped horn was used primarily for solo pur

poses, s:lnce the averAge horn player in any orchestra was 

not expected to be an artist at stopping. A few :Instances 

h[lve been given of soloists who perfol'med skillfully on 

the atopped horn. An account of a hand-horn soloist who 

perf'ol'mcd on this instrument very soon after its discovery 

is as follows: 

. · f'ive years after this discovery ( 1. e. the 
stopped horn), the horn's beauty of timbre was demon
strated in Paris when Jean Joseph Rodolphe, a re
markable musician of his day, played the horn con
certe.nte pert to the air "Amour dans ce riant bocage" 
by Pasc~l Boyer, as sung by the famous tenor, Joseph 
Legros.2 

1Deubeny, ~- ill•~ p. 75. 

2Jaroslow De Zielinski, "Russian Hunting Music," 
kAfsical Quarterly, Januery, 1917, p. 53. 
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Another performer later than Rodolphe was en artist nlllfled 

.c-po.n_dou wl:o plHyed 11 concerto v1:l.th the help of :r..and-notes 

in 1773, and as Grove quotes Sir John Hawkins' description, 

t1-,e process consisted of "attempering the sound by the ap

plicotion of his fingers in the different parts of the 

tube. 111 Pratt mentions several other horn players of 

thi:; period who were well known ln tho field. The first 

of these is Joh311n Welzel Stich, to whom reference is some

tiwes made by his ltalianized name of Punto; he was a Bo

hemian virtuoso and a composer of horn music, and he also 

,•,Tot0 a motho,1 for this instrument. The height of his 

popular1.ty was about 1775 • . Stich had a p1,1p11 who.se name 

was Johann Andreas Amon, who shared hi.s honors and who 

toured wHh Stich until the latter died in 1825. Another 

hornist of this period was Georg Abraham Schneider who per

formed in Prlnce Henry's orches~ra at Rheinsberg in 1790 

und was in the court servfce in Berlin ln 1802. He was 

quite a prolific composer, and his works inclµded operettas 

end sacred music, From 1790 to 1822 o hornist, Karl Jakob 

Wagnor, wo.s active at Dormstadt. He was in addition a com

poser of orchestral music, Bnd five operas were also at

tributed to him.2 

The stopped horn still was not the solution for the 

larove, S!E.• cit., p. 429. 

. 2Waldo Selden Prott, ~ History C?f ~ (New York: 
G. Schirmer, Inc,, 1935), pp. 353 and 470. 
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chromatic pro'blem, as the dise.dvantages were too many. Horn 

plny~rs \'/,, re still searc1,ing for a more pflrfect method by 

which to attain chromatic and diatonic scales e.rrl still 

keep the tone-quality more on an even level, In 1812 

,l ikbuth of i<1annhei111 made an intt,rest i ng experiment, which 

c onsisted of attaching a slide to the orchestral horn. It 

ls int0restin6 to relate the progress of horns to the de

velopment of music in general at this date, By this ti.me 

all of the Haydn and libzart symphonies were in existence 

as were slx of the nine symphonies of Beethoven, Aiusic had 

reached quite a h igh point of development,but the horns 

still remained imperfect instruments wl :ich had to be handled 

with care so as not to damage the ae·sthetic effect in en or

che strol scoring. Galpin descri•' es the invention of Dik-

1mth: 

The action was simple, the slide being ac
tuated by a spring, so that when the right-hand 
thumb of the player rele ~sed the little crook, the 
sli.de returned. It lowered the pitch of the 1nstru
went by a semitone, and also corrected some of the 
faulty harmonics. • • • Unfortunately it was 
not generally accepted, and the incoming of the valve 
system banished it,l 

This instrument appears to have had a slide which .would 

compare, in length, to the second valve on the present-day 

instruments, as both lowered the pitch of the open tube by 

s semitone. This invention probably alleviated the false 

1Galp1n, A Textbook of European Musical Instruments, 
p. 228. 
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tone quality of the stopped tones, for the addition of tub

ing would cause a tone which would more nearly coincide 

with the open tones. The primary drawback of this slide 

horn was, no doubt, the fact that the pitch of t he natural 

he.rmonics could_only be lowered by one semitone, which still 

left mony gaps unfilled. 

'l'his sli.de-horn is not to be confused with the old 

lnventionshorri which had been introduced by Hampel. It is 

tr-ue that the Inventionshorn had slides, but they were 

merely substitutes for the crooks usually inserted into the 

sninll end of the instrument. Today the term "slide" ie ap

plied to the tuning crook, and to the crook connected with 

each valve and is not truly a slide as it is never put into 

motion while playing. These crooks are moved only for pur

poses of tuning the instrwnent in the case of slight prob

lems in intonotion, and they are never used as substitutes 

for the valves. The slide was not exclusively applied to 

tbe horn, for Wogel 1.n 1748 had made a similar attachment 

on the trumpet .1 1''urthermore, 1311.ch had scored some of his

chorales for a certain slide horn which was also called the 

� da tirarsi.2 This instrument no doubt was a kind of 

slide horn differing from the one discussed above and also 

from u,e one which was invented by Dikbuth, as this slide 

horn was considerably after the time of Bach. The only 

1Ibid. 

2sachs, � History of Musical Instruments, p. 385. 
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instrument upon which the slide proved successful was the 

trombone, which works in a slightly different manner from 

the mechanism by Dikbuth, inasmuch as it is not manipulated 

by means of keys, The slide trombone has a slide which is 

of a sufficient length to allow the pitch to be altered by 

six semitones, thus affording a complete chromatic scale. 

�ach semitone is achieved by moving the slide out a certain 

port:l.on of its length further than for the notes above it 

In pitch. The lowest tone obtainable on the elide of the 

trombone is in seventh position wh!ch is as far as the 

slide may be lengthened. 

'!'he slides (crooks) have had a decided influence on 

the present-day horns, sjnce tr1ey are, in a fashion, incor

porated in the valve horns. The primary way in which the 

crooks influenced the valve horn was in the shape._ In 

discussing the evolution of the shape of the modern horn, 

Carse says: 

It was probably the introduction of sliding 
crooks that led to the add.Hien of a U-shaped tun
ing-slide in the centre of the horn crooked by the 
more common method at the norrow end, and in order 
to accommodate these dev1.ces, the horns made to-
ward the·end of the eighteenth century, were coiled 
in a rather large circle measuring about twelve to 
thirteen inches across. The bell had by then reached 
its full dimension, namely, about eleven inches 
across the mouth. I 

On the valve horn the tuning slide compares to the old 

crook, as the length of the tuning-slide determines the key 

lcarse, .OOU.sical Wind Instruments, P• 21?.
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of the inst~1ment. The length of the main tubing of the 

horn remains consistent, and only the length of the tuning 

slide or crook chAnges. The same general law prevails with 

these o.s with the old crooks: the lower the pitch of the 

1.nstrumf·•nt the longer the tuning slide must be. 

'l'hus the progress of the horn has been traced, be

ginning with the natural horn, on which only about four

teen notes of the harmonic series were obtainable and of 

this number four were so poor in intonetton that they were 

almost impossible to produce. 'l'herefore, from a horn upon 

which there were present only about ten good tunes, the in

strument progressed to the horn with crooks, which vastly 

increased the number of possibilities. These crooks made 

it possible to have horns which were in different keys, 

thereby lending a wider ct1oice of harmonics, since the har

u,onics of any one key were now possible by the proper se

lection of a crook. Several of these horns in different 

keys could be alternated to produce a complete chromatic_ 

sc,i le, el though the disadvantages, which have already been 

discussed, were many, The next stage of improvement was 

through the addition of crooks of different lengths which 

were put on one instrument in an attempt to expedite the 

change of keys. Later a new device was discovered which 

widened the chromatic compass, and this was known as the 

stopped horn, which provided for the open tones to be 
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lowered by the 1ntroduct1on of the band 1nside the bell of 

the instrument. The stopred horn hod the most profound in

fluorce on tho ne-athetics of horn music, of any device that 

tmd yet been tried, up until the time the valve wa.s in

vented. Still further experimentation br•ought about the 

slide horn which v;as worked by means of a spring. In Dpite 

01' the o.dvrmtei.;es brought about by thene verioue devices, 

tl,e tiis,,dvantages were still too gi:•eat, anll ex-per1mente-

tl on therefore continued until the satisfactory answer 11'&& 

l'our,d 1n thv valve. 



CHAPTER III 

THE VALVE 

The various contrivances, discussed in the previous 

chapter, were rather crude, and their many disadvantages 

have been made apparent. The search for a completely satis

factory chromatic dev ice was not yet ended, but it was not 

until the early.part of the nineteenth century that.the de

sired invention came into being. r,tist musicologists who 

have written anything at all pertaining to instruments recog

nize the valve as a revolutionizing influence on .111Usic for 

ell instruments in the brass class. Notable are these 

writers with their respective works: Kappey, Military 

�; Galpin, !:_ Textbook .2f European illlsic'al Instrumehts 

and� English Instrwnents .2f. Music; Carse,, Musical� 

Instruments end The Orchestra .2f !h!:, XVIIIth Century. When 

the valve did appear, Kappey says that "keys, slides, holes, 

stopping, and all s�ch makeshifts, to improve brass instru

ments, were discarded upon the invention of the valve 

( 1817). nl Most authorities have given a description of the

invention of the valve, end these accounts very nearly 

coincide, as will be seen in some of the following 

lKappey, £E.• ill•, P• 61.
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as no mention is given of any further use of it. The "ma

chine" which he wae to employ may or may not hnve been of 

t he same general type as our valve which is now in use, 

No explanation :l.s given of his proposed "machine." 

Sachs attributes the invention of the valve to the 

above mentjoned German makers, o.nd he gives a more detailed 

descrip t:l.on of' the mechanism of this new addition to horns: 

The needed invention was made about 1815 by 
t wo musicians, Bluhmel in Siles:lan o.nd Heinrich Stol
ze l in Berlin . Additional crooks branched off and re
entered the main tube, their inlets and outlets lying 
close to one another; spring valves connected them 
when pressed down and automatically disconnected them 
when released. Thus, the at:tion wae as fast as that 
of any keyboard 1nstrument,l 

The description just given by Sachs very nearly corresponds 

with the present-day .mechanism of valves, The first instru

ments to use this device were no doubt very crude but the 

main features have remained constant to the present. 

Still another authority has given a description of 

tr.a change from the hand-horn to the valve horn. The ac

count given by Corse is approached from a different angle 

than the viewpoint reflected in the quotations from other 

authorities on the subject. 

Like the trumpet, the horn had to wait for the' 
valve-system before the intervals between the sounds 
of the harmonic series were successfully filled up. 
It was in the second decade of the 19th century that 
the valve-system was invented and applied to the horn, 
but it was not until towards the middle of the cen
tury that the valved instrument began seriously to 

lsachs, The History of Jllusioal Instruments, P• 425. 
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undermine the position of the hand-horn in the orches
tra. After a period, from about 1835 to 1665, during 
which both types were used concurrently, the hand-horn 
became obsolete during the third quarter 'Of last cen
tury, leaving the valved horn in full possession of 
the field. l 

About the only real difference in the accounts just given 

lie in the ma.ttel' of the date in which the valve was tn

vented. Galpin gives it as 1818 and Sachs as 1815, while 

Carse merely mentions that 1t occurred in the second decade 

of the nineteenth cen·tury. The account by Kappey, which is 

to follow, gi.ves no date. The crudeness of some of the 

very eRrliest instruments caused many cqmposers end conduct

ors to frown upon tbe invention of the valve and to feel that 

tiie addition of crooks in su::h a fashion damaged the tone 

quality of the old hand-horn. 

Keppey gives a detailed discussion on the patent 

for the first practical valve horn, and he also gives his 

impression of tlle way in which the valves were constructed. 

An oboe-player Bluhmel by name, designed e 
practicable valve for the horn and sold it to the horn
player Stolzel at Berlin, who took a patent out which 
secu red to him the profit of the invention as it be
came known that it was reco€7lized to be capable of 
applicatlon. • • • • 'l'he principle consists of the 
addition of two or three little bent tubes of the same 
lengths, being fixed near its upper end. • • 
A cylinder, perforated with someholos of the exact 
diameter of the wind passage, and kept in its natural 
position by a spring, opens, when compressed, the ends 
of these tubes thereby lengthening ,the air-passage, 
which lowers the pitc� by semitones.2 

lcarse, Musical Wind Instruments, P• 219.

2Kappey, .212.• ill•, P• 61.
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ln this discuss:l.on Kappey says that the two or three bent 

tubes were of the same length. If this were true the in

strument could not have bridged the gap between the har

monics, for tl1e reason that if one of these tubes lowered 

tbe pitch of-the harmonic by one semitone, the others of the 

some length would lower the pitch the same amount, and by 

cowlJining three of them the pitch would be lowered three 

sem:ltones which would not have been enough to fill the gap 

bi:-tween the second and third open tones, 'l'he general rule 

for valve slide lengths is to have the first valve twice 

the length of the second, and the third three times as long 

�s the second, The second valve slide is the shortest of 

the three valves and therefore lowers the pitch of the har

llionic by one semitone. 

Many further improvements have been devised to change 

valves but they all fall primarily into two general types, 

rotary and piston, A sketch from Sachs shows the way in 

which these two types of.valves tunct1on, as it• demon

strates tho position of both the open and closed rotary and 

piston valves. This illustration will be found on the fol

lowing page. The two kinds of valves produce the same ef

fect on the pitch, and the primary difference lies only in 

the feet that one rotates while the other uses an up and 

down motion. 

Sachs gives an interesting explanation of both the 

rotary and piston types of valves which will clarify the 
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Rotary and Piston Valves 
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lllustrat.lon given of these types: 

The piston has an up-and-down action. When in 
rest, the piston disconnects the additional crook and 
allows the wind to pass directly through the main tube. 
When the piston is p ressed down, on the contrary, the 
direct passage is barred, and the wind is forced to 
make the detour through the additional crook before re
entering the main tube. 

In rotary valves, connection and disconnection 
are effected by a revolving cylinder. The player, how
ever, does not need to make a rotary 1110vement; he 
presses e key, the vertical motion of which is trans
formed into rotation.l 

'l~e generally accepted position of holding the valve 

horn is to place the right hand inside the bell and finger 

with the left. 'l'he rotary valve has baen almost univer

sally u s ed for the French horn, through no particular in

feriorl ty of the piston, bu,t probably due rather to the 

· prevaHing sidewise position of holding the instrument and 

· perhaps also to nfford more r, ase for left-hand fingering, 

since the rotary valves use levers instead of buttons. 

Piston valves, however, are generally used for the 

·mellophone, whicL is an instrument shaped similar to the 

horn but held in the opposite direction. The mellophone 

is fingered with the right hand while the left hand holds 

the rim of the bell. This 1.nstrument is rarely used as the 

tone quality and general make-up of it have not proven it 

to be as advantageous as the French horn. The mellophone 

has been us.ed primarily in bands. 

The moat collllllon number of valves ie three and they 

lsachs, Tho History £f. Musical Instruments, p. 426. 
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function according to the following rule, in order of change 

in pitch which each produces: 

l. The second valve slide contains sufficient tub

ing to lower the pitch from an open tone, or harmonic, one 

semitone. 

2. The first valve slide is longer (approximately

twice. as long as for second) end lowers the open tone by 

two semi tones. 

3. The third valve slide is approxima.tely the com

bined length of slides one and two and this feature, there

fore, provides for a lower:1.ng of three semi tones, The 

third valve is an altern8te for the combination of first 

and second valves, 

4. 'I'he combination of valves two am three lowers

the harmonic by four semitones, 

5. The combination of vnlves one and three lowers

the harmonic by five semitones, 

6, The combination of all three valves lowers the 

tone six semitones from the open tone or harmonic, 

Some of the more modern horns are eq�lpped with an 

extra valve, which c�uses the·horn to be in B-flat and sounds 

one octave below the R-flat cornet, High notes and extreme 

notes ere easier to obtain with the aid of this fourth valve. 

As will readily be seen upon examining a table of 

the harmonic series, there is only one interval which ls 

wider than six half-steps, namely, the first. This one 
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interval, however, produces no problem for the horn player; 

the funde.mental is very difficult to obtain anyway and can 

net, tn fact, be reached at all by most players, and the 

r1rnge can be extended downward from the second harmonic, 

by uJe1ms of the valve, by s1:x hAlf steps, 

The following is the harmonic series with their 

z·e �pective numbers, as. given by Dayton miller in � Science 

<;f 1,iusical S ounc1s1 : 

. 

I 

1 

-e--

2 

a • .,------------------------ ---- -- -- --- ---#:-------. 
..... k� .,, ,., -�..Q.��� � -Q-t 

CJ 

3'15"678 s 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 i?.O 

'l'r,is is the series given for a fimdamental e.nd its overtones 

which begins with c o n the second space of the bass clef. 

The functsmental for the French horn is one octave lower 

and the foll9wip� is the series used on the French horn 

.. 

=e= 2
1 

5 6 7 8 S JO 11 12 13 14 15 16 

lnayton Clarence Miller, The Science!?£ Musical�
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1916), P• 64, 

I ... 
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in its usual practical range. It is to be kept in mind 

thet number 1 is the fundamental and is not produced by most 

players, These tones correspond to the notes written for 

the ~orn and not to the actual sounds since, ~or example, 

the F' horn souncis a perfect fifth below the written tones, 

being a transposing instrument. 

With the use of the valves, the instrument is ac

tually changed into a horn of a different key, and again 

cit1ng the F horn as an example, we note that the second 

valve actually puts the instrument into the key of E, the 

first into Eb, the third into D, the combination of second 

and third into Db, the combination of first and third into 

C, and the combination of all three into Cb or B. The extra 
'""-.lSc.~ 

valve, as has been explained, l'-W(lrs the key of the horn 

e~en fai'ther into the key o~ Bb. 

It will be remembered that Bluhmel and Stolzel in

vented the valve around 1818, and after the invent:l.on a 

ten years' patent was granted to them. This aut·omatically 

prevented the extensive manufacture of horns, and the few 

Which were made during this early period were both me

chanically and acoustically defective. It was naturol that 

players and composers, who were used to the hand-horn and 

slide-horn, were reluctant to discard an instrument which 

was so familiar and proven in performance, for one which 

was ne.w and st:!.11 imperfect. As late as the middle of the 

nineteenth century some composers were still writing for the 
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hnnd-horn, notably Berlioz end Wegner. 1 The number of 

valves on the first horn invented by BluhlIJel and Stolzel 

is not established, nor is it known precisely what kind of 

valve was used on it. The new invention did not begin to 

be used consistently until about 1835, when parts began to 

be specified for "valve" horns in orchestral scores. The 

valve horn wee first introduced into the orchestra by Ralevy, 

in "La Juive" in 1835. The trumpet end horns began with a 

scale-wise passage but soon reverted to their usual CE G 

routine. 2 

In bands, however, valve horns were more readily 

accepted as they had already been used by such organizations 

between 1825 and 1830. By the time the valve was known in 

France, Meifred, a prominent horn player - in Paris, had al

ready adopted a three-valved instrument made for him by 

Lahbeye. Viennese makers had also appropriated the idea, 

and were experimenting with more than one type of valve 

mechanism. Between 1830 and 1850, a variety of valved in

struments, including horns, trumpets, cornets and trombones, 

was being produced in most European countries where brass 

instruments were made. A number of valve horns made during 

that period are preserved, and are presumably fair examples 

of the instruments which then were beginning to be used 1.n 

orchestras and m11i tery bands. 3 

Ltd., 

lcarse, Musical Wind Instruments, p. 222. 

2Ebenezer Prout, _!h! Orchestra (London: Augener, 
n. d. ) , p, 192. 

3carse. ~usical Wind Instruments. p. 220. 



In discussing the added benefits of the valves, 

Grove says: 
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On the introduction of valv~s, scale passages 
of even quality, both diatonic and chromatic, bec8Dle 
possible, and this power is fully recognized by modern 
composers. At first, two valves only were · used, but 
at the present day three valves are almost universal. 1 

Chromatic braes instruments revolutionized many 

phases of orchestration. In the time of Bech, Haydn and .Mo

zart, which embraced the entire eighteenth century, com

posers who wrote melodic parts for horns ·were restricted to 

the extreme upper register, the cause for this being the 

e.bsence of diatonic or chromatic open tones except 1.n the 

upper partials of the instrument. 'l'hese upper· tones were 

generally of an unpleasant sound, belng strident and in

clined to protrude above the rest of the orchestra. The 

possibility of chromatic tones in any register, brought 

about by valves, gave composers the choice ~f any register 

i n which to write . their melodies. liliddle register notes 

blend well with -almost any choir of the orchestra. 2 

Specific examples of the horn parts written before and after 

the invention of valves will be cited later. 

The following is a list of some of the valve horn 

manufacturers between 1830 end 1860, which has been compiled 

from the inscriptions found on horns made dur,.ng this period t 

1Grove, ~• £it., p. 431. 

2Kelley, 2£• £.!!.,, p. 222. 



Lluller • 
Kersten 
M:>ritz 
Schott. 
Riedl 
Bauer 
Key 
Sax 
Rinet 
Geutrot 
Labbaye 
Delfas 
Sax 

.Me.yence 
Dresden 

· Berlin 
Mayence 
Vienna 
Prague 
London 
Paris 
Lyons 
Paris 
Paris 
Brussels 
Brusselsl 
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The horns, listed above, were two and three valved 

models. According to Carse: 

Nearly all the current types of mechanism ere 
to be found on them, namely, the early tubular piston 
or Schubventil associated a~ that time with the name 
of Stolzel, an improved form of the same . type as de
signed by Perinet, the double~tubed or Vienna-little 
valve, the short stout Berliner-oumpen and the rotary 
valve of Drehventil. Kastner . f1848) depicts the valve
horn known in F'rsnce just before the middle of the 
century; they include instruments with two or three 
valves of the slender Sohubventil type, some with 
rotary valves, end some with three short valves of the 
Berliner-pumpen type; the latter were msde by Ad. Sax, 
end the outfit included sets of seven or three (F, E, 
end Eb) crooks.2 

The Adolphe Sax mentioned above wos the inventor of the 

saxophone. His fether was also an in.strument maker 1n Brus

sels.3 

Forsyth describes the present-day valve born thus: 

Our present-day valve-horn consists of a 
spirally-coiled tube of brass some 7 feet 4 inches 
long. The F-crook with which it is invariably played 

1carse, Musical Wind Instruments, p. 222, 

2 Ib1d. 

3Grove, ££• cit., p. 251, 
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in this country (England) adds another 4.feet 4½ 
inches. The total length of the instrument is there
fore 11 feet Bi- inches. l 

At last the long awaited chromatic instrument had 

come into being and with it a complete change in the possi-. 

bilities both aesthetic and technical. Technically, the 

horn came to be a chromatic instrument along with its fel

lows in the orchestra. Its long period of bondage was over. 

Not only could the chromatic compass be attained, but the 

quality of tho tones of the scale were even, end no longer 

did the composers have to keep the muffled tones in mind 

when they wrote for the horns. Aesthetically, new melodic 

possibi lities became available, The old style of melodic 

writing in the srtident upper register was no longer neces

sary, and melodies were then easily played in almost any 

range. In short, the horn with valves could play almost 

anything which composers wished to score for it. AB en

tirely new method of writing ·therefore was born, which will

be discussed fully in the ghapter to follow, 

1ceo1.l Forsyth, O!PChestration (New York: .Macmil
lan Company, 1936), p. 109. 



CHAPTER IV 

CHANGING TRENDS IN ORCHESTRATION FOR THE 

HORN C.UL.MINATING WITH THE VALVE 

In the preceding chapters the horn has been de

scribed in the various stages of its physical development, 

from the earliest instruments up until the modern valve 

horn. In this chapter the different stages of the horn 

will be connected with the music which was written for the 

horn during that particular period and also with the trends 

of the times. These trends were very important from an 

aesthetic standpoint as will be demonstrated. 

As can readily be understood, after the valve me

chanism became an accepted part of the horn ·, the style of 

writing for the French horn changed entirely from what it 

had been at the time the instrument first entered the or

chestra. When the horn was first introduced into that 

group, it was hardly distinguished from the trumpet. Both 

of these instruments were continually associated with the 

drums, and their primary uses were for hunting calls and 

for military purposes. As far as any musical function was 

concerned, they served none, but rather were simply noise 

makers. The hunting calls which were incorporated in the 

78 
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JJlllsic reflected the interests of the times since the pri

mary sport and pastime of the nobility was found in the 

hunt. The function of hunting calls has been discussed 

previously as to the connection with the progress of the 

chase. The calls weI'e originated for purposes of signals 

and had nothing to do with any musical significance. These 

calls were built on chordal outlines and created a rather 

hollow sound due to the absence of any passing tones. The 

following are some of the typical horn or hunting calls 

used before the eighteenth century: 
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OLD GER.MAN HUNTING CALLS FOR HORNS 
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HUNT I�G FANFARE 
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HUNTING FANFARE (Continued) 
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TALLYHO (HALLALI) 
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As horns began to be used in ensembles, these same 

general chsracteristics were true of parts scored for them 

as of the previous hunting calls.. The limited tones. pre

vented much of the pleasing variation which we now expect 

in melody and harmony. 'l'he calla or fanfar�s were_built 

on chord lines, and the rhythmic variation was about aa 

limited as the melodic and harmonic. The instrument had 

not changed drastically, and the demand for the themes re

u�ined rather consistent with the interest of the ti.mes, 

which continu ed to be dominated by hunting end military oc

cupations. Some of the early ensembles, during the early 

eight eenth century, used the hunting horn and the general 

type of orchestration is illustrated in the examples shown 

on the following pagesi 
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"MARCH OF THE SCOTTISH ARCHERS" 
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"NOUVELLE RETRAITE" 
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"NOUVELLE RETRAITE" (Continued) 
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ttPRINZ ANTON" MARSCH 
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"PRINZ ANTON" MARSCH (Continued) 
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"P iUNZ ANTON" i\iA?.SCH (Continued) 
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"PRINZ ANTON" MARSCH (Continued) 
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"PRINZ ANTON" MARSCH (Continued) 
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"PRINZ A1'i'l10 N11 MARSCH ( Continued) 
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During the period froru the time in which Lully (1633-

1687) wrote up through the Hendel (1685-1759) era, the horn 

was held bell upward, which has been previously mentioned. 

The har�h tone which was produced by horns held in this 

manner was very disagre4;able and was unsuitable except for 

the out-of-door sports,nnd for inside music these instru

ments were only welcome to represent certain phases of these 

sports. Horns and trumpets were both classed in the same 

general category as noise makers. Often only one part was 

written, and it could be played by either or both, 

Up through the time of Haydn, hunting calls were 

popular in orchestral 111Usic. Horn calls are to be found 

much later in works of Wagner and 1118ny others, but they 

are the exception rather than the general practice with the 

composers of the classic and romantic pe�iods. A t7Pical 

example of a hunting call used in orchestral 11111sio may be 

found in a call which was used by Ph111dor, Mehul, and Ha:,dn, 
. 

. I 
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Operas often had hunting scenes in Which the_ horns 

were used to greet advantage to depict the proper atmo

sphere. Horn cells were built on ohord lines, as the 

original horns were able to produce only a few tones, and, 

as the tones were increased in proportion to the length 

o1' the horns, the melodic uses were still very narrow if 

not almost impossible. As may be seen trom the quoted ex

amples of hunting oells, there was little variety, for the 

rhythm was not complicated and the arrangement of notes 

was not varied much as can be well understood with the limi

tations under which the instrument laboured, 

The period of polophonic music, during the time of 

Bach and Handel, was almost a death blow to the progress of 

the horn. Other instruments 1n the orchestra were capable 

of playing melodies, but the horn was confined almost en

tirely to chordal progressions. The extreme upper regis

ter could be used for melodic perts, but the tone was so 

painful to the listeners that composers wrote very spar

ingly in this manner. Allesandro Soerlatti was one of 

the first Italian composers to recognize the possibilities 

of the horn as having definite individuality. In 1?15 he 

wrote perts for two horns 1n F for his opera Tigrane. These 

were scored in the high register, but later, as he beaams· 

more familiar with the horn, he began to write 1n the her-
.. 

monic style. Bach I s scoring for the horn fell �.nto the 
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category of the melodic, viewed of course from the contra

puntal angle. He rarely used any tone below the eighth 

harmonic. 

As music developed and became of a more refined na

ture, and as culture began to demand more precise music, 

the horn woe found to be a misfit. Noisy harsh playing was 

out of vogue and it was at this time. in the classical 

period that stopping was initiated into horn playing. The 

practice of holding'the hand in the bell all of the time, 

whether playing stopped notes or not, did almost as much, 

if not quite, for the change of aeeth(!tics in hor11 music 

es did the stopping itself. The downward position of the 

horn combined with the slight dampening of the tone greatly 

enriched the quality of tone, and the horn then began to ac

quire the reputation which it holds today of being one of 

the most beautiful instruments from the point of view of 

tone quality. The mellowness which was thereby possible 

gave the horn a place with the other instruments in the or~ 

chestra. The technical difficulties which were still preva

lent made the scope of the parts remain narrow, but com

posers -with good and careful judgment made effective use of 

the new mellowness of tone. 

On the Whole, the orchestras of the eighteenth cen

tury usually had at least two horn players, although some 

of the larger ones boasted of tour. Most of the scores 

called for only two horn parts, and the third and fourth 
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horn players were used merely for purpcaes of reinforcing 

the first and second. Occasionally, in order to play the 

parts as scored, the horns would require· different crooks 

so as to increase the number of open tones available,_ Dur

ing the second half of the eighteenth century horns were 

used only in the first and last'movements of symphonies, 

Later, near the close of the century, they began to find 

their place in the minuets and slow movements, They were 

also accepted by that time as a permanent fixture in the 

operatic orchestra, 

During the period of olassioiem all music was writ

ten occording to strict rule and pattern, There was a 

marked absence of sensational effeots, but composers ad

hered strictly to form and discipline. Orchestration made 

some progress during this period, but no drastic changes 

were made. The primary funotion of the horns was for har

monic purposes. They made a very satisfactory background 

and foundation for the other instruments, In the purely 

polyphonic compositions, horns were forced to play in the 

extreme upper register due to the lack of tones on that 

:l.nstrument. These upper ·notes were used only sparingly as 

they were too strident in nature and tone quality to blend 

with the other instruments of the orchestra, The tones 

of the middle register were muoh more pleaaing to the ear, 

but the tones were farther apart in thia register. The 
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parts written for horns and trumpets in the middle of this 

period were of the harmonic nature mentioned above and 

usually confined themselves to sustained notes or thythmical 

patterns. Toward the later part of the classical period, 

the melodic use of horns was disoarded almost entirely. 

However, in the symphonies the ,third movements often had 

horn melody. By the close 9r the classical period, the horn 

was no longer expected to be a noise maker but it assumed 

definite identity as a musical instrument, 

It was at this stage of musical development that 

different persons began to search for something with which 

to remedy the horn's unfortunate condition, While crooks, · 

stopping, end other devices mentioned in previous chapters 

had remedied the situation somewhat, and while composers 

had managed to produce a reasonably satisfactory result 

from the use of these devices, yet none of them gave com

plete satisfaction. 

The compositions of Haydn end Mozart employed 

mostly octaves and sixths for the harmonic parts and oc

casionally thirds were used. The tonic and dominant chords 

prevailed almost entirely. Mozart was one of the fipst com

posers to write melodic parts for the horn, but his har

monic use of horns varied only slightly from that of Haydn, 

the primary difference being in the voicing of the chorde, 

Even with this ohange of voioing, the brasses usually had 
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only three notes w1•itten for t h"'w . Moz,ri.r t° used the stopped 

horn on occasions, but he realized the many disadvantages 

and accordingly employed this device sparingly. While 

knowing all the limitations of the horns, Mozart never

t heless took every advantage of their good points. Repre

sentative examples of scoring for the horn by Haydn and 

Mozart ore as follows: 
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"I•'AREWJ,LL" JYI,iPIIONY, Third i,iovem.ent -- Haydn 
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"FAREWELL" SYMPHONY, Fourth Movement -- Haydn 
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"OXFORD" SYMPHONY, Third .Moveruent -- Haydn 

"OXFORD" SYMPHONY, Fourth Movement -- Haydn 

"OXFORD" SYMPHONY, Fourth 'Movement -- Haydn 
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SYMPHONY NO. 7, First Movement -- Haydn 
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"HAFFNER" SYMPHONY, First Movement --~ 

"LINZ" SYMPHONY, First Movement --~ 

"LINZ" SYMPHONY, Third Movement --~ . 

~ 7 lf4 111(d lzH IA ljlf n1aa1 
~?r-r1pr1r f 1,1-11 
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"LINZ" SYMPHONY, Fourth Movement --~ 
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"PRAGUE" SYMPHONY, First Movement --~ 
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"JUPITER" SYMPHONY, First Movement --~ 
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"JUPITER" SYMPHONY, Third Movement --~ 

. ! 
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Beethoven, Schubert, and their contemporaries dur

ing this first portion of the nineteenth century wrote for 

the bend-horn. They relied primarily on the old harmonic 

style, but by the addition of some of the stopped to�s a 

few melodic passages were written which were in the medium 

_and lower registers. Beethoven contributed more to orches

tration during this period than any other composer, but 

even with the changes and additions which he made the con

dition of the horn was not draatically improved. His con

tributions were significant. F'irst, he was not content to 

let horns remain in their old position in the background, 

but he brought them out into decided prominence. The func

tion of the horns as background was not entirely discarded, 

but Beethoven added_ to this function many others which had· 

not previously existed, Because of his.own.great creative 

gifts end his vision, he used·' dit.ferent melodic and harmonic 

progressions which brough� variety �nd stimulated interest 

at the same time, all entirely within the bounds of the 

possibilities of the instrument. More stopped notes were

used by Beethoven than by practically any of the composers 

before him. These were rarely used for the harmonic parts, 

but they were quite frequently called fcir in obbligato sec

tions, The C Major Symphony, Beethoven's first, is scored 

for two horns; the Eroica· of five years later calla for 

three, "This was the first time that three horns had ever 

been used in.the symphony, The fourth was added in symphony 
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in 1824 when he called for a quartet of horns in bis Nint h 

Symphony."1 This enlargement of the number of horns used

in orchestras is a foreshadowing of what Wagner was to do a 

couple of decades later. 

In reading the scores of the classical period, it 

must be relD3mbered that the notat Ion for all horn parts 

written in baas clef was one octave below the tone to be 

played. Also, all tones written are the notes for the horn 

and not the actual sounds, as all horns except the horn 1n 

C Are transposing instruments. 

lschwartz; , _Th_e � ot ;lm=s_i�o_a_l Instruments, P• 196.
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EROICA SYil!PHONY, F'1rst Movement -- Beethoven 
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Weber favored the horn decidedly, sinoe he has sur

passed all other composers before his time in hie masterly 

use of this instrument, A famous horn passage is to be 

found in the opening notes of the "Oberon" Overture of 

1825. The horn is a magic instrument, supposed to repre

sent the horn of the fairy king Oberon. Another famous 

horn passage by Weber 1s to be found in "Der Fre1schutz," 

This passage is scored for a quartet of horns. 
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"OBERON" OV:i!.R'l'URE -- Y2E_ � 

"DER FREISCHUTZ" OVERTURE -- 'von Weber 
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"DER FREISCHUTZ" Y£!! Weber (Continued) 
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l1endel aaohn, too, wrote Dlllny notable parts for 

horns in his scores, but he stayed rather closely within 

the bounds of the open tones. Two of the most fBJDOUB horn 

passages by Mendelssohn 111ay be seen in �he excerpts.from 

the third movement of the "Italian" Symphony and in the 

"Nocturne" from "ltidaummer Night's Dream.'.' The paeaage 

from·the "Italian" Symphony gives an interesting effect 

through the use of a very few notes which are alternated 

several tjmes at the beginning� eaoh hotn entrance. 
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11 1'.r'ALIAN" SYfrlPHOJ:IY, Third J\ikivement -- Mendelssohn 
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"NOCTURNE" from "MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM" -- Mendelssohn 
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�'he romantic composers had an adventurous spirit 

and, since instruments as a Whole were beginning to reach a 

more advanced stage of development, they could write more 

freely, Romantic IIDlsic was certainly built to some extent 

upon the old classic rules, but the composers of this 

period revolted against strict discipline and form, Some 

new forms came into being, notably the symphonic poem and 

the concert overture, Romantic music tended to emphasize 

emotional expression, rather than the formal side, 

As ro'mantic1sm began to appear, these makeshift de

vices which had been used on horns were not sufficient to 

produce the effects which were desired by the composers of 

this period, The melodies of the time were flowing and emo

tional. Such awkward crooks, slides, end keys as had been 

used previously were almost complete failures in assisting

the horn to play such passages. The situation had come to 

an acute state in which something had to be done, for com

posers were hampered beyond endurance in their attempts at 

orchestration, on account of the 11mitations of th.,i bom. 

They had at their command an instrument with a beautif'Ul 

romantic tone 1n the middle register but this register 

could not be used successfully with the meohani'sm of the 

horn at that time. 

After the invention of the valve, composers wrote 

all sorts of beautiful, flowing melodies for the horn. By 
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the use of the middle . register they were able to utilize 

the mellow tones for which the French horn has become fa

mous. The upper notes were not used 1n melody lines ex

cept for special purposes and effects. When valve horns 

first began to appear in orchestras, usually two valve 

horns were used plus two hand-horns, and the trans_ition 

from the old to the new ~as therefore not immediate. 

During this period of uncertainty for the valve 

horn, the prilllliry objection seoms to have been to the tone 

of the instrument. h~ny arguments have been given both 

for end against the tone of the valve horn. Some believe 

that the extra slides on the valve horn have greatly les

sened the beauty of tone. Whether or not this view is cor

rect, the horn does not seem to have suffered in its repu

tation for being eble to emit a beautiful tone, and the ad

vantages of the valve seem greatly to overshadow the dis

advantages. 

As romanticism progressed, the old method of -using 

the home in different keys with crooks was soon discontinued. 

With the coming of the ohromatic horn, there was little need 

for the various crooks, the only use of which was for ex

treme high and low notes. Soon composers began to use the 

F hom almost exclusively. The .tone of this F horn seems 

to have been the moat satisfactory and the majority of the 

modern perts are written in that key. 

On the hand-horn trills could be executed only on 
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the higher notes Where the harmonics were close enough to

gether to permit a trill. On the valve horn trills are pos

sible upon almost any tone. The only exception is to be 

found in the extreme low notes, upon which the action is 

usually rather slow. This new agility was e very important 

addition as the music of this period stressed floridity. 

Coloratura soprano roles were very popular_duri� thi!' era 

and much orchestral scoring followed _·this same style of 

writing. 

Composers can still write tor the stopped born, 

when special effects are desired. With the hand-born, the 

stopped tones were always uncertain and out of tune, while

at the pr esent time a stopped tone can be produced with much 

more certainty with the aid of valves. The stopped tones 

are possible on almost every pitch, the only exception being 

the extreme low not.es which do no t sound out very well, Of 

course a mute can be used on the born as it can be on other 

brass instruments. Such a device also gives a hushed soft 

tone. For the use of' the mute the music is written as 

usual as there is no alteration_ of pitch, as with the 

stopped tones. 

Although Beethoven, Weber and Mendelssohn wrote dur

int,; the era of the valve horn, they wr_ote almost entirely 

for the hand-horn· Schumann was the first German composer

to write for the valve horn, which he called for in the 

Third and Fourth Symphonies. Although Schumann was not as 
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artful with orchestrntion as either Schutiert or Mendelssohn, 

it was to his credit that he saw, more clearly than they, 

the value of this new kind of instrument. In the "Spring" 

Symphony he scored for the horn, in one place, so that, by 

mistake,•he included one of the ugly stopped tones. The ef

fect would have been very comical, but at the first re

l1earsal, to cover up his error, Schumann excused himself 

by saying that he had intended writirig it a third high�r. 

'l'o the present day that horn part remains a third higher 

than it was originally written,l This horn passage, to 

which reference .has been made and which will be quoted be

low, occurs in the last movement, This fourth movement is 

supposed to represent the passing of spring time and the 

coming of summer and to depict the conflict of emotions be

tween the sadness of the.departing spring mingled with the 

joy of the summer which is just ahead, Thia movement is 

often called the "farewell to spring,"· 

11SPRINC11 SYMPHONY, Fourth Movement -- Schumann 
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The valve horn has naturally undergone various im

provements and changes since the era of the instruments used

by Schumann and his contemporaries, but the principle of 

the mechanism rell18.ins the B!lllle. By 1850 the valve was.be

coming very well established, and with Wagner's wide use 

of the entire brass section the valve horn becallle a perma

nent fixture in the orchestra. 

The composer who probablt did most to give the horn 

an assured position in the orchestra was Rossini. He had 

the decided advantage of being the son of a horn player, 

and he. was also a fair horn player himself. Knowing the 

instrument as he did, he could and did develop its possi

bilities as a solo instrument. · With the cowing of the 

valve, it became possible to write florid passages and yet 

not use the extreme high register. Grove says: 

With Rossini, the son of a horn player, and 
himself no mean performer on it, a new school may 
be said to begin. He used it freely for his bright 
end taking melodies, whether alone or in pairs; but 
the old method of Mozart is lost, and valves became 
essential for the execution of runs, turns, scale.a 
with which the part is abundantly strewn, In "Wil
liam Tel1 11 especially a favourite and recurring ef
fect is th.at of the horn imitating

1
the Alpenhorn, and 

echoing among the Swiss mountains. 

1orove,. �• 2,ll,, p. 4:3:3.
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"WILLIA.Ii TE.LL" -- Rossini 

t1', -· - - - I 
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A fine example of the kind of part which is possi

ble on the valve horn may be found in the following ex

cerpt from Rossin,. 1 s "Berber of Seville" which in the open

ing beats employs e scale passage in the middle. reg1.ster. 

Previously this scale would have had to be written one oc

tave higher� and even then some of the tones, such es the 

F, would have had to be stopped, 

"BARBER OF SEVILLE" OVERTURE RoBl!lini 

SOD18 other notable works of Rossini that contain 

interesting passages for horns ere illustrated on the fol

lowing pages 1 
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"DIE DIBISCRE ELSTER" 0VER'l'ORE -- Rossini 
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"SEMIRAMIS" OVERTURE -- Rossini (Continued)· 
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In the development of all the brasses in orchestral 

scoring, Wagner stands out as the most important composer. 

Be brought the brass family into its own on an equal basis 

with other orchestral choirs. Wagner and some of the other 

niodern composers gave the valve home new and beautiful 

themes which were built on the outline of the old style of 

horn playing and writing, One might say that Wagner called 

for a combination of the old and new styles. He began 

writing for two hand-horns and two valve horns but later 

dis carded the former almost completely in favor of the valve 

instruments. Iilusic in general was undergoing changes, and 

the hand-horn found itself quite outmoded, When Wagner 

wrote for both kinds of horns, he used valve horns for the 

first and seoorxl parts srxl the hand-horns for the third and 

fourth parts. In 1848, at the completion of "Lohengrin, 11 

he abandoned the hand-horn for the valve horn. 

Wagner gave fuller harmony to the horns, and he 

used as many as �ight horns in some of his orchestrations. 

His aim in the harmonic parts seemed to have been in the 

direction of attaining full, rich sonority, rather than 

just for filler purposes. Often he wrote chorale-like 

passages for horn choirs and also for mixed brass groups. 

Some of his most famous horn passages are1 
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"TANNHAUSER" OVERTURE -- Wagner 
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"RIENZI" OVERTURE -- Wagner 
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"SIEGFRIED'.':! RHINE JOUHNE.Y 11 from "GO'l'TERDAM,'.lERUNG11 -- Wegper 
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"DIE MEISTERSINGER, 11 Prelude to Act I -- Wagner 
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As can be seen from a study of the examples given,

the music.for the horn has undergone a great change, It 

has progressed from a limited kind of style to one which 

has thrown off the yoke of restrictions. As has been 

pointed out previously, the greatest advantages lie in the 

fact that an even and uniform volume may be achieved by the 

use of the valve, These things were impossible on the horns 

used before th e invention of the velve. Although this 

study does not take up the writing for the horn beyond 

Wagner, yet it shows the definite trend toward a freer style 

and the beginning of the utilization of the many resources 

within the scope of the instrument. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The French horn of today is well-known as a poetic 

instrument and as being capable of playing almost any type 

of part which ts scored for it. The change in aesthetic 

values of·horn music has undergone a complete revolution 

since the earliest uses of the horn for noise effects. 

This thesis has shown the gradual development and evolution 

of the horn from the rude horns of uncivilized men up to 

the perfected instrument _at the middle of the nineteenth 

century. 

The opening chapter describes the various. types of 

horns used in different localities during the earliest 

years of their usage. The discussion begins with the 

earliest records of any horn-like instruments long before 

Biblical times, and it traces these instruments up until 

actual dates appear as to the usage of given instruments. 

The last part of that chapter contains accounts of the 

specific kinds of instruments, the way 1n which they were 

used, and the early instrumentations of which the horn was

a part. 

Chapter II begins with the eighteenth century when 

experimentation in the form of various adjustments and 

129 
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inventions began to be applied to the French horn. Suoh 

devices as crooks of various types, stopping by means of 

insertion of the hand into the bell of the instrument, 

slides, and keys are described as to their mechanism and 

function. Throughout the first two chapters the limita

tions of these various stages of the horn are brought to 

attention and emphasis has been laid on the way in which 

orchestral scoring was hampered. 

It has been established that the alleviation of 

these difficulties came about with the invention of the 

valve in the early years of the nineteenth century. Since 

the first valve invention was under the protection of a 

patent held for about ten years, the universal use of this 

new device was notably retarded. Composers and cond�ctors 

were reluctant to part with the old hand-horn which had 

been used for about two centuries previously, but gradually 

through the foresight of
° 

such composers as Schumann, Ros

sini, end Wagner the valve horn became established as a per

manent fixture in the orchestra, and today it is an indis

pensable instrument to the full oroh�stral score. 

The final chapter attempts to connect the instru

ment, in each of its important stages, with the music which 

was written for it during that particular time. The grad

ual enlarging of the possibllities in orchestration for the 

instrument 1s shown. Today the horns may be used es sonor

ous instruments for filling in background or for harmonic 
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pu rposes, for smooth song-like melodies, for florid types 

of passages, and for rapid, brilliant parts. Along with 

the new possibilities, the features which were considered 

as early advantages-can still be employed on the modern 

inst rument1 for instance, different lengths of crooks may 

be added when desired, Also, stopping is still employed 

by some composers when special effects are desired, Wagner 

made conspicuous use of valve horns while at the same time 

he used many devices in writing for them which were previ

ously called for by composers for the hand-horn. He made 

frequent use of stopped tones, and he also employed some 

hunting calls in his score.s, 

In conclusion, a great contribution has been me.de 

to orchestration down through the ·yenrs by the labors of 

those interested �n the improvement of the French horn. 

'l'oday the instrument is on .a level of artistic performance 

with any of the instruments of the orchestra. Without the 

varied tone colors and the general diversity of effects 

producible on the French horn, modern orchestration would

be lacking one of its most beautiful and interesting con

stituents. 
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